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U.S. Senate
candidates to
be at forum
The chambers of commerce
of the Purchase region will
sponsor a candidate forum
April 27 featuring the three major Democratic candidates in
the U.S. Senate race.
Candidates Steve Henry,
Scotty Baesler and Charlie
Owen will face off in debate format in Murray State University's Curris Center Theater at
7 p.m.
Tom Buller, who recently retired from WPSD-TV, will serve
as host. He will be joined by
Amy Wilson, managing editor
of the Murray Ledger & Times,
and Bill Bartleman, political reporter of The Paducah Sun.
The journalists will question the
candidates.
"I am pleased with the cooperation and assistance we have
received in coordinating this
important political debate in our
region," said Jim Sigler, chairman of the public policy committee of the Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce. "We
look forward to hearing the
candidates answer questions
from the media, as well as asking questions of the other
candidates.'
Sigler credited John Williams
of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce as "being very helpful in our efforts to
arrange the event.'
Officials at the Marshall
County and Mayfield-Graves
County chambers of commerce
will assist in publicizing the
event and will encourage their
members to attend.
More information may be obtained by calling the local
chamber office at 753-5171.

WEATHER
Today...Mostly cloudy and
windy with showers likely.
Thunderstorms possible in the
afternoon. High around 70.
Gusty south wind 15 to 25
mph. Chance of rain 60
percent.
Tonight...Partly cloudy with
a 40 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low 50 to 55.
Wind turning southwest and
diminishing to 10 to 15 mph.
Tuesday...Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. High
70 to 75.
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REDEEMING THE SURPRISE: Kathy Henson turns over her prize tickets to Katie Thomas after the community Easter egg hunt finished at the Murray-Calloway County Park Saturday. Hundreds of children
scrambled for plastic eggs holding prize tickets.

Local growers face paperwork
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Mike Morris of the Murray
Employment Agency said local
farmers will not face a shortage
of migrant workers this fall.
"There's not going to be a
shortage of H2A workers at all,"
Morris said. "The farmers will
either file their papers in their

own names or file with another
agency. But there will not be a
delay."
Morris, the state's largest migrant worker broker, resigned
from the federal H2A agriculture
program after a dispute with the
Department of Labor over a wage
increase.
"I resigned (from the H2A

program) to separate my differences with the labor department,"
Morris said. "There will be no
problems for local farmers. Farmers can do it as well as I can do
it."
But farmers will be spending
more time on the paperwork of
See

Page 2

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
and workers' compensation costs
Western Kentucky tobacco far- are included.
mers may have a tough time find"I tell people it's not cheap laing migrant workers this fall be- bor, it's guaranteed labor," he
cause the federal government has said.
declined to certify contracts set
Farmers then pay agents like
up by the state's largest migrant Morris a fee of about S125 to
broker.
SI50 per worker. The agent pasMike Morris, an agent of the
ses on a portion of that to the
Murray Employment Agency, has federal government.
been involved in a dispute over
The fee problem led the Labor
fees owed to the U.S. Department Department to stop certifying
of Labor. The disagreement has
Murray's contracts in January. At
caused the government to stop
issue was whether the agency
certifying contracts from Murray. owed
about $42,000 in contract
Morris said that he was singled
fees, said Morris and Butch
out for objecting to an "unfair"
Quire, who monitors the H2A
15 percent wage increase — to
program in Kentucky for the
$7 an hour, from $6 — that the
Workforce Development Cabinet
federal government ordered Kenin Frankfort.
tucky farmers to pay the workers.
According to Morris, a few
That increase came during
months after he unsuccessfully
tobacco-cutting season and unexfought the wage hike, the governpectedly cost farmers hundreds of
ment said it did not have proof of
thousands of dollars, he said.
a $4,200 payment for contract
For several years, Murray has
fees and began denying its emarranged for hundreds of Mexiployment contracts.
cans to come to Kentucky under
Morris said state officials then
the federal H2A agricultural labor
told farmers to stop payment on
program. It held an estimated 70
their checks to him, which caused
percent of the contracts that
a $38,000 check for fees he sent
brought about 2,300 Mexicans to
to the Labor Department to
state fields last year.
bounce.
After declaring that they canMorris said he paid. the check,
not procure appropriate labor locbut resigned from the H2A progally, farmers arrange for H2A
ram so there would be no quesworkers, pay the migrants' transtions about his involvement that
portation, provide lodging and
might impede farmers from - obpay them a set wage to do seataining workers. In the interim,
sonal labor.
Morris said he has been serving
Morris said farmers are paying
about $9.80 an hour after housing • See Page 2

Clinton to play
seamstress role
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton will take the lead in
confronting a hostile tobacco industry and pushing tough antismoking legislation through Congress this year, administration officials say.
"The important thing is that
the president will be there, he
will be the leader that pulls the
final piece of legislation
together," Health and Human
Services Secretary Donna Shalala
said Sunday on NBC's "Meet the
Press."
The drive to reduce teen-age
smoking would not be where it is
today, White House adviser
Rahm Emanuel said on CBS'
"Face the Nation," if Clinton
"didn't have the courage and
take the political risk to take on
one of the most powerful special
interests" in the country.
That drive reached a crisis

Food fight
ensues over _
best pizza

point last week when major tobacco companies condemned
anti-smoking legislation in the
Senate as vindictive and aimed at
driving them out of business.
They indicated they would spend
millions to lobby against the
measure.
The industry reached agreement with state attorneys general
and health advocates last June on
a $368 billion plan to curb teen
smoking and fund anti-smoking
programs. That was not tough
enough for many in the administration and Congress, and Republican leaders have criticized
Clinton for not taking a more direct role in crafting a legislative
approach.
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
whose Senate Commerce Committee recently approved a $516
billion plan by a 19-1 vote, said
the administration had been helpO See

Page 2

DUI measure
dies in Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — At
first glance, tougher drunkdriving legislation in Kentucky
appeared to be a sure thing.
In March, a measure to lower
the drunken-driving threshold to
a blood-alcohol level of 0.08 percent from 0.10 percent and let
police seize the licenses of suspects sailed through the House
90-4.
"When that thing passed out
of the House so strongly, I didn't
think there was any way it would
be stopped," said Rep. Mike
Bowling, a Middlesboro Democrat. "I fully expected it to pass
through the Senate."
The Senate, however, refused
to vote on the bill, perplexing not
only lawmakers but also citizens
in favor of the more - difficult
standards.

The bill's primary sponsor,
Rep. Jack Coleman, remains irate
over the Senate's refusal to hear
the bill.
"We voted on every abortion
bill we could vote on, but they
won't even bring this to the
floor," said Coleman, a Democrat from Burgin. "How do you
explain that?"
Three key factors caused the
demise of the legislation: a lobbying blitz by restaurant owners,
concern that the law would snag
social drinkers, and a stubborn
skepticism by some lawmakers as
to whether drivers who blow 0.08
into a Breathalyzer are truly
impaired.
As a result, Kentucky did not
join the 15 states that already

•See Page_2
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NOT AN OBSTACLE: Steve Sherman, patrol leader for Boy Scout
Troop 444 of Sullivan, Mo., stretches for the next tire swing as he
and his comrades visited Gateway Park at the National Boy Scout
Museum Saturday.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two Kentucky pizza makers are
locked into a veritable food fight
over whose product reigns
supreme.
Pizza Hut, a division of Louisville's Tricon Global Restaurants
Inc., says Louisville-based Papa
John's Pizza has gone too far
with its latest commercial.
So, Dallas-based Pizza Hut
addressed it by taking out a fullpage, tersely worded advertisement in The Courier-Journal last
week:
"Mudslinging. Cheap shots.
Misinformation. Hey John, this is
pizza, not politics," says the ad
addressed to John Schnatter,
founder and chief executive of
Papa John's.
The ad, which ran nowhere
else in the country, added: "Call
us crazy, but we tend to think
fresh toppings are better tasting
than canned toppings. Of course,
you may disagree — after all,
your mushrooms are canned.
Maybe that's why your toppings
are hidden under the cheese."
Pizza Hut spokesman Jay Allison said people often take shots
at Pizza Hut, the industry leader.
But he said Papa John's goes
too far in a commercial that depicts Pizza Hut employees struggling to hit a punching bag with
the words,"Lea Sock It to Papa
John's" on it.

See Page 2

Educators examine options
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In
reshaping the state exams for
Kentucky's students, lawmakers
have given a tough assignment to
education officials.
The state Education Department must produce a new statewide assessment system that is
cheaper, better, less timeconsuming and well-accepted, all
in less than a year.
Education Commissioner Wil-

mer Cody calls the job "daunting," hut he said he is confident
the department can devise the
new system in time. Veterans of
the department's testing unit arc
optimistic, too, hut they also are
well aware that a long list of philosophical and technical demancis
doesn't fit easily into a tight
calendar.
Four outside groups arc
charged with keeping an eye on

the department's testing plans.
"It's absolutely critical that we
get it right this time," said Ken
Henry, director of the legislature's Office of Education Accountability, one of the four
groups. "Everybody involved
realizes how important this period is going to be. To make this
work, we really have to have a

II See Page 2
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II Food fight...
Two

FROM PAGE 1

s.ouple of months are going to be
tough," Trimble said. "But we
don't think in terms of whether it
road map ready by June."
is doable; it simply has to be."
"We're goipg to be watching
Adding to the difficulty is that
them this time with a microthe bill to overhaul the test,
scope," said Karen Jones, the
president of the Kentucky PTA. which Gov. Paul Patton plans to
sign Wednesday, provides for
"The department has let us
three testing ads isory panels.
down during this process," Jones
Once that measure becomes law,
said. "They should have been the
the new advisory groups --leader in making the assessment
panel of at least three national
work, and then they should have
testing experts, a committee of
been the leader in taking the bull
eight lawmakers, and a group of
by the horns and saying we've
17 parents, teachers and other cimessed up. Now they are going
tizens -- must be appointod and
to have to show people they are
must get to work.
willing to be accessible and folFor teachers, one important
low up on people's concerns, miissue has been settled -- the test
nor or major, and show they have
will cover material included on
nothing to hide."
the current core curriculum, and
For Scott Trimble, the state's
director of test implementation, so it should be familiar.
But nearly every other facet of
the new system will be Kentucky's fifth major testing shift the new system is up in the air,
with lawmakers seeking flexibilsince he joined the department in
ity and more debate.
1973. He, said that every transiThat open-ended approach will
tion is demanding, but circumprompt
a lot of important early
stances will make this overhaul
decisions: how to balance essay
particularly intense.
"It's a massive task. The next questions and multiple-choice
items, for example. Another judgment call is how much of the test
tai:A1
can be lifted from conmiercial
national tests and how much
should be crafted by Kentucky
teachers, to whom the new bill
1001 Whitnell Dr.
promises a substantial role.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
The importance of writing
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Publisher
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in
the air. And under the new
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FROM PAGE 1
"When they cross the line, it's
time to set the record straight,"
Allison said.
Pizza Hut has sent such punching bag toys to its restaurants to
boost morale, he said.
The Papa John's commercial
aimed to tout its slogan, "Better
Ingredients. Better Pizza,"
Schnatter said. He acknowledged
it also poked fun at Pizza Hut
management, which sent out the
punching bags.
"We felt the punching bags
were very degrading to its own
people," Schnatter said.
He called the newspaper ad
"sour grapes" on the part of the

bigger pizza-maker and compared
Pizza Hut to Goliath and his
15-year-old company to David.
Pizza Hut has 7,200 restaurants
nationwide; Papa John's has
1,599.
"We must be getting into their
pocket," Schnatter said. "When
you cut through all of this we are
really getting to who uses the
best ingredients to make the best
pizza. That's our strong suit."
No way, Allison said. The ad
is about protecting the Pizza Hut
name.
"Papa John's has been undertaking a series of basically attack
ads against Pizza Hut for a year.
We have let the ads pass by because the pizza business is very

•DUI...

edger &Times
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FROM PAGE 1
have made 0.08 the legal standard
or the 39 states that permit the
state to revoke the driver's
license of a first offender.
Mothers Against Drunk Driving blames the sudden reversal on
the Kentucky Restaurant Association and two Louisville Democrats — Senate President Larry
Saunders and David Karem, the
Senate floor leader.
MADD's state chairwoman,
Sara McKinney, said Saunders
and Karem bottled up the bill because they believed the restaurant
association's contention that it
would criminalize social drinking
and harm restaurants.
"They said they didn't bring it
up because there weren't 20 senators who wanted to vote on it,"
McKinney said. "They blamed
each other and they had us jumping through hoops."
McKinney said that Saunders
promised a vote if she could get
20 senators to sign a petition —
which she was not able to do --

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange
Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

ful in putting together his bill.
But "the president needs to tell
me and the Congress and the
American people exactly what is
and what isn't acceptable. And
then we move forward from
there," McCain said on CBS.
Clinton "has been a real partner. Now we need real leadership," Sen. Bill Frist, a member
of the Commerce Committee,
said on NBC.
Frist, R-Tenn., noted that one
idea was to bring the tobacco
companies back into thC negotiations with a White House summit. Philip Morris senior vice
president Steven Parrish told that
ifeCt0ton called a summit, "obviouslji you have to come, but ...
I wonder if it is not too late for

Another recent TV spot by
Papa John's says it uses better ingredients and that consumers preferred it in a taste test against
Pizza Hut.
Pizza Hut took offense to that
claim, contesting it to the National Advertising Division of the
Council of Better Business
Bureaus.
Pizza Hut's defense was that

its best-selling pizza, the pan
pizza, was not in the Papa John's
taste test and that in its own test
the Pizza Hut pan pizza won out.
Pan pizza accounts for more than
50 percent of its stores' sales, Allison said.
Papa John's didn't test the pan
pizza because it doesn't sell a
pan pizza, Schnatter said.
The advertising division recently approved the Papa John's slogan, "Better Ingredients. Better
Pizza." But it recommended that
Papa John's amend its commercials to indicate that the products
tested were Papa John's pizza
and Pizza Hut's regular crust
pizza.

•Paperwork...
and that Karem made the same
offer if she could get five of the
nine members of the Rules Committee to request a vote. McKinney said she rounded up five
members but that Karem reneged
on his offer.
Karem, however, says MADD
was too pushy and the attorney
general's office, which also supported the bill, failed to work out
differences with restaurant
owners.
"They were trying to strongarm legislation through," Karem
said. "It was very pressured, as
opposed to a reasoned
approach."
Karem also said only two of
the people on McKinney's list
asked him to bring the bill up for
a vote.
"What bottled the bill up was
a variety of things," he said.
"First of all, Senate leadership
got a clear message from a majority of the members that they
did not want to vote on that
bill."

•Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1

competitive," Allison said. "But
in this case they made disparaging remarks against our brand
and were misleading the public
and they crossed the line when
they ridiculed our employees.
We're going to set the record
straight with consumers."

FROM PAGE 1
migrant labor.
Local agriculture officials are
hopeful that the dispute will be
solved before tobacco cutting
season.
A migrant worker shortage in
Calloway County could have devasting effects for local tobacco
farmers and hurt the community's
economy.
Will Ed Clark, manager of the
Western Dark Fire Tobacco
Growers, estimates that 80 percent of all tobacco in Calloway
County is cut by migrant labor.
"So many people are not going
to do the type of work and the
unemployment rate is just so
small," Clark said. "There are
just not enough workers out
there."
Migrant workers from Mexico
also are familiar sights in Calloway County retail stores and
restaurants.
"It's phenomenal what they

buy here and send back home,"
Clark said. "A whole lot of the
money is spent here — no question about it."
Clark said he is hopeful the situation will be worked out.
"It's a complicated program
and that in itself bring some concerns," Clark said. "I think you
are going to see them work it out.
I think they are going to be able
to get this taken care. It just
might be a little more difficult for
farmers to bring the workers here
this year.
"But they will get the workers
in here and the tobacco cut.
Hopefully, by this time next year,
we can find a way to get this
done in a more timely and less
confusing fashion."
Morris said he is hopeful he
will solve his dispute with the
Department of Labor before next
year.
"We're sure that's going to be
solved before next year," Morris
said.

II Agent...
that."
HHS Secretary Shalala said the
president wants the industry to be
part of the discussions, but "at
this point we don't need a summit. What we do need is to keep
up the progress."
Nicholas Brookes, chairman of
Brown & Williamson Tobacco,
told CNN's "Late Edition" that
the McCain bill was unacceptable
because it had turned the original
aim of reducing teen smoking
into a "money grab" that
"would put us out of business."
Tobacco industry attorney J.
Phil Carlton said on "Fox News
Sunday" and ABC's "This
Week" that driving up cigarette
prices would result in black
markets and drug dealers selling
cigarettes to youngsters.

FROM PAGE 1
as a consultant, helping growers
complete the paperwork and secure labor.
Carl Miller, an agricultural labor specialist with the Labor Department in Atlanta, confirmed
that clearances for contracts prepared by Murray had been
voided, but declined to say why.
Failing to pay fees could bring
about decertification, Miller said.
The dispute has left farmers
like Steve Carraway, who grows
34 acres of dark-fired and burley
tobacco in Calloway County, to
tackle the complex migrant
paperwork themselves.
Though not cheap, farmers say
the migrants generally are dependable. Carraway recalled that

midway through one harvest, he
was using a local youth and two
70-year-old men to help him cut
tobacco.
"You may have five (tocal)
people to help you one day and
three of them would dot show the
next day," Carraway said. "It
got to the point where you
couldn't depend on people, and
you've got to have the help six
days a week."

Suicide try
hospitalizes
county man
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things, inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and personal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected.
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
Grange Business Insurance. Because you've already
INSURANCE
got enough to worry about
3.0ar partner in protectton

range

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
991

Sycamore. Murray

753-8355

In those 1f-) minutes we will port,irm a neurological test an orthopedic test, a spinal alignment check
and an eyamination for reStriderIrir excess motion in your spine Those tests will tell us if chiropractic
can help your c,neriition It So we will tell you how If not. we will tell you that also. As a way of
encouraging you to investigate r Piropractic we w [ierform those tests free of charge

FREE INITIAL EXAMINATION. (A $30 VALUE)
i)N THIS OFF ER WHEN YOU CALL
15 minutes is all it will takri
Why not call right now'? X

You

have nothing to lose except a little time and perhaps your pain
necessary) are not included in this offer

(if

It you've been involved In an accident within the past 12 months, or if
you've been Injured on the Job, call now for your appointment. Our office
policy protects you. The patient has the right to cancel payment or be
reimbursed for any services within 72 hours of responding to this
advertisement.

759-1116
Heskett Chiropractic Center

For You We Go Overboard...
So Visit Us!
With our superb inventory...
our terrific service., and
our friendly people—
It's Uttio Wonder That
Were Making Such A Big Splash!

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175

A county man who apparently
attempted suicide by slitting his
wrists at an area business remained in the emergency room at
a Louisville hospital Monday
morning.
A spokeswoman at Jewish
Hospital declined to give the condition of William J. Barksdale,
but she said he was in a room at
the hospital.
Barksdale, 24, of Shady Oakes
Trailer Park on Kentucky 121
North, was transferred to Jewish
Hospital soon after being brought
in to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, according to a
MCCH spokeswoman.
Workers from the MurrayCalloway County Emergency
Medical Services took Barksdale
to the local hospital after being
notified he cut his wrists with a
razor blade at Break Time Billiards on Kentucky 94 East, according to Calloway County
Sheriff Stan Scott.
The incident happened just after midnight Monday, Scott said.
No motive was given, he said.
In other reports, sheriff's deputies charged a Hardin man with
drunken driving after he clotheslined himself in Dexter while
trying to elude them on a fourwheeler.
Timothy Davis Edwards, 27,
was treated for a neck injury and
released from MCCH following
his arrest about 1:30 a.m.
Sunday.
Edwards is charged with
second-offense DUI, secondoffense driving on a DUI—
suspended license, attempting to
elude and operating an off-road
vehicle on a highway.
He was released Sunday from
the Calloway County Detention
Center on a $1,000 surety bond.

NEW LOCATION: 1703 Hwy 121 North Bypass ,
pm
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Two men arrested in baby formula scam

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(AP) — Inspired by Northern Ireland's compromise peace accord,
Protestants bowed to demands today that they not parade through
a hostile Catholic area of Belfast.
The move brought a peaceful
start to Northern Ireland's traditional "marching season," which
in recent years has featured violent street confrontations between
pro-British Protestant fraternal
groups and militant Catholics determined to block their parades.
The Protestant group, the Apprentice Boys, said they had decided not to confront police barring their path — as they have
previously — because of the accord reached Friday among eight
parties on how Northern Ireland
should be governed.
The deal, if approved in May
22 referendums in both parts of
Ireland, would create a new
Northern Ireland Assembly that
for the first time cooperates formally with the rest of Ireland.
But the north would remain
firmly tied to Britain.
The Apprentice Boys' gesture
came the day after Sinn Fein
leader Gerry Adams urged Irish

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A federal grand jury has indicted two
Lexington men for allegedly selling $44 million worth of baby formula improperly.
Named in the indictment, unsealed Friday in U.S. District Court,
were Tareq Shalash, 29, and his father, Mohammed Shalash, 52.
Both have a agreed to a temporary coun order prohibiting their
company, Lexington Wholesale Co. Inc., from using manufacturers'
trademarks.
In 1995, federal agents were forced to return S1.5 million worth
of formula they had seized from a Shalash warehouse when no criminal charges were brought.
Three years later, the federal grand jury claims the two men were
part of a multistate conspiracy in which they sold cases of baby formula packaged in cases bearing bogus expiration dates and designed
to look like the manufacturers'.

Plane lands safely with no power
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — A Henderson couple got a surprise
when the small plane they were flying lost power, forcing them to
land in a wheat field.
Donald and Dencda Hillegas Jr. were flying above several Owensboro shopping centers and gazing at the full moon just before 8 p.m.
Saturday when a dime-sized object ripped through the cowling over
the engine on the 1964 Piper Cherokee 140.
Without warning, Donald Hillegas found himself at 3,000 feet
with no power.
At the time, he thought there were too many houses between his
plane and the airport. So Hillegas, who has owned the plane for about two years, swung around and lined up on a 70-acre wheat field
south of an Owensboro movie theater.
He slipped beneath utility lines — which he says he probably
wouldn't have seen without the light of the full moon — and landed
beside a drainage ditch. The front landing gear suffered minor damage in the landing but the Hillegases walked away unharmed.

County unit
investigates
field fire

Boy dies in go-cart accident
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A go-cart driven by a 6-year-old girl
a parked truck, killing the girl's 3-year-old brother.
Shane Sweazy's head apparently hit the trailer hitch on the truck,
which was parked at the. end of a driveway.
Jefferson County police said the children had been riding around a
cul-de-sac when the go-cart hit the truck.
The girl may have been going too fast and turned too wide, said
Dave Lehman, a Jefferson County police spokesman.
hit

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

County fire officials are still
unsure of what started a weekend
field fire that burned nearly 20
acres on Lancaster Road.
Initial reports indicated the fire
began when a truck being repaired back-fired, said Greg
Cherry, chief of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Eight trucks and 26 firefighters
responded Sunday afternoon to
the fire about 12 Miles cast of
Murray, said Chief Greg Cherry.
They later called in a bulldozer
from the state Division of Forestry, he said.
About 95 percent of the fire
was in a wooded area, which was
helped along by gusting winds,
Cherry said.
"It jumped a road once," he
said, referring to a dirt road in
the area.
The blaze was one of five
worked by CCFR between Saturday afternoon and Sunday night.
The only other major fire involved CCFR assisting a Marshall County agency in fighting a
field fire on the Marshall CountyCalloway County line between
Goodwin and Palestine Church
roads, according to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department log.
Nineteen firefighters in five
trucks helped the Aurora-Ross
Fire Department Sunday night
fight a blaze that crossed the
county line. Cherry said.
"I'm not sure how much
burned in Calloway County. It
was dark," he said.

Trees to serve as memorial
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) — Trees have been planted in a quiet
Kentucky schoolyard to remember 10 people killed in school violence in less than a year.
"We wanted to do something in remembrance of them," said Bill
Whitaker, project director for the Americorps program in the Woodford, Franklin County and Frankfort Independent school digtricts. As
part of the federal Americorps program, which was started by President Clinton, volunteers help students improve their reading levels.
Americorps volunteers placed yellow ribbons in a newly planted
red maple tree at Southside Elementary School in Versailles on Saturday. The tree joins four others planted on the Southside grounds
to represent the four students and one teacher who were shot to
death March 24 in Jonesboro, Ark.
The yellow ribbons represent not only those killed in Jonesboro
but also the three students shot to death Dec. 1 at Heath High School
in West Paducah, and the two students killed in an Oct. 1 shooting at
Pearl, Miss.

AROUND THE NATION
Man commits suicide outside mall
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — A man distraught about his troubled
marriage waited for his wife to come out of a shopping mall, walked
to her car window and shot himself in the head while she looked on,
police said.
The man, whose name was not released, died Saturday at Vanderbilt University Medical Center following the Friday night shooting,
said hospital spokeswoman Cynthia Manley.
Employees and several customers were leaving Rivergatc Mall about 10 p.m. CDT Friday when the shot was fired in the mall's parking lot.
"There were kids out here, people walking to their cars. It's a
selfish, selfish act," Sgt. Robert Williams said.
An off-duty police officer working security at the mall rushed to
help, finding the man spraCvled between his truck and his wife's van,
both with Robertson County license plates. The woman climbed into
the ambulance with her husband.
"It's the ultimate form of abuse to walk up to a relative and shoot
yourself," Williams sOd.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Woman takes fire truck on joy ride

EPA orders monitoring of emissions
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) -- Prompted by complaints from environmentalists, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says it will
require the Tennessee Valley Authority to monitor its toxic
emissions.
TVA, which provides most of the electricity in Tennessee, has 11
coal-fired plants here and in nearby states.
Environmentalists contend coal burning releases mercury, arsenic
and other toxic substances into the air that could possibly lead to
fetal damage, learning disabilities in children, memory loss and
other health problems.

Republican Army supporters to and bowler hats marched beneath
accept the accord, telling them a banner of the British crown on
,his negotiators could not have an open Bible, and behind a
gotten a better deal. The IRA - "Young Loyalists" fife-and allied party's commitment to the drum band, along a predominhistoric settlement is essential for antly Protestant stretch of south
it to work.
Belfast.
In Washington, the American
But the marchers stopped at a
chairman of the peace talks bridge spanning the River Lagan,
planned to brief President Clinton which divides the mostly Protestoday on the accord. George tant Upper Ormeau from eight.
Mitchell, a former Senate Demo- Catholic side streets constituting
cratic leader appointed by Clinton the Lower Ormeau. Instead, they
as envoy three years ago, also boarded a bus to take them to the
heralded the president's role in mostly Protestant town of Ballymena, northwest of Belfast, for
brokering the pact.
Even though the Apprentice another parade.
Catholics opposed to ProtesBoys failed to march through the
Catholic area today, they vowed
to march through the Lower Ormeau area at least once this sumPlease Elect
mer. They declined to negotiate
with neighborhood Catholic acMARCIA
tivists determined to block them.
"We do not seek confrontation. We simply want to peaceably parade from the Orange
hall to the city center," said the
Apprentice Boys' local spokesman, Worthington McGrath.

Marcia Brandon

YES YOU CAN...
OWN A HOME
Let Us Show You How
Peoples First of Calloway Co., Peoples Bank of Murray,
United Commonwealth Bank and Dees Bank of Hazel are
offering you a slice of the
American Dream -- homeownership.
Come to a series of two classes:
April 21 and 28'from 6- 9 p.m.
at University Office, Peoples First, Murray, Kentucky.

Learn About
Nome Buying Process
Loan Prequalification
Budget and Credit
Home Maintenance
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Don't pass up this free opportunity to become a
successful homeowner.
To register, call Wilma Billinigton at(502)762-S237,
Stephanie McClard at(502)767-2265,
Gina ranglanel at(502)762-0404 or
Dwayne Fulkerson at(502)492-8136.
KENTUCKY
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HOUSING
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With
After ONE Hypnotic Session...
(4.4I, D You've tried everything and nothing

I

worked. This is designed to work. Plain and COMPLETE
simple You can lose 10-20 lbs. per month, destroy SEMINAR
your cravings and desire for Second helpings, break your Only 39-v1

compulsive addictive eating behaviors and become
full twice as fast on half the food. 1104 seminar guarantee' Got your attention? One person's results:
"I pulled into my favorite fastlited faint and ordered the
usual unhealthy cheeseburger. I actually had difficulty
eating it. its normal flavor altered..., as I was unable to
force myselfto finish. On Saturday I leftfood on My plate
in a restaurant at lunch. something I never do"
Peter Beryman, The•ch ocair neuspaper, Masa
12 97 page

COLLINS
A
Kenny Collins

Paid For By Marcia Brandon

He and about 20 other middleaged men in conservative suits

experience for yourself 34 high powered fat eliminating suggestions best described as a deliberate and
systematic bombardment of fat destroying technology. Learn about nutrition and body metabolism.

Pala for by floorty fbrIllas for Jailor, Clainefoo Colemmou. Tremor...

The Irish Republican Arm) has
observed a cease-fire since July
1997 and the province's two major pro-British paramilitary
groups, the Ulster Defense Association and Ulster Volunteer
Force, their own truce since October 1994.

Magistrate District #3

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Cs For Rates

Kenny

Calloway County

tants marching through their
Lower Ormeau neighborhood
said they would block any marches. In the past three years, the
deadlock has forced police to decide which side to confront sometimes the Protestants, other
times the Catholics - often with
violent consequences.

BRANDON

Attend Alexander G. Goon's famous
weight loss hypnosis seminar and in 3 hours

AILER

13, 1998

Protestants to skip Belfast parade

AROUND THE STATE

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A woman climbed into a 25-ton fire
pumper truck, drove away with the emergency lights flashing and
led police on a 50-mile chase before she was arrested.
Police accounts say the hour-long chase began after Shirley Jean
Shay, 41, walked up to police officers during a domestic dispute Saturday morning, asked them for help finding her car and was told to
wait for a taxi.
Instead, she climbed into a $350,000 fire truck idling nearby and
drove off.
She went north for a while and then turned around on Interstate
15, reaching speeds of up to 70 mph even though the parking brake
was never disengaged.
Police used road spikes three times to puncture all six tires. Ms.
Shay drove 20 more miles before the wheels gave out.
"We're regarding it as a fluke that she was able to get the truck
under way," fire Capt. Devin Villa said. "Our drivers undergo extensive training to learn how to operate the trucks."
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"'attended Alex's seminar v.eighing 303 Ihs I: months later.
Host 150 lbs Ifeel great'"
Anthony Chiavarella.
flusiness Owner. NY. NY
"In I months. I lost IS lb' and my •ife Marge lost 70 lbs .
and she looks fantastic — Richard Potvin. Quality Inspector.
Hendersonville, TN
IrTdradual ra•ults rray vary
Hundreds of testimonials and newspaper articles
will be on dis 8 at the seminar

MAYFIELD

MURRAY

Mon., April 13th
7:00 PM - 10:15 PM

Tues., April 14th
7:00 PM - 10:15 PM

RACER INN

BEST WESTERN

1101 Housman St.(Hwy. 121)
RACER INN
(Purchase Parkway (exit 24) 1202 South 12th St.(Hwy. 641)
to Hwy. 121 South)
(Hwy.641 South)
Reglioration at the door 6-7 PM -- Call for group discount
tiring ad to seminar for free raffle -- Cash,checks or credit cards accepted
A LEXAN DER G.GOEN,C.Ht.,C.Hy,
Toll free Info: 1-888-2-GET-TRIM www.2gettrim.com
Hypnotist
_11:811.2u282.1)
LA T

*110% Seminar Guarantee
I promise to do "whatever it takes" to insure success
I promise you can lose the weight, destroy cravings
I promise this session will exceed your expectation
I promise you will experience suggestions to make you
full twice as fast on halfthe food. I promise you will learn
about nutrients and your body. I promise you will receive
suggestions to destroy your craving for fattening junk
foods Some may have doubts.'That's why I offer the strongest guarantee. If you're not completely satisfied with the
seminar,for any reason,receive 110% ofyou r money back
on the spot,no waiting,at seminar's end And if you ever
need reinforcement,come back to any(men Weight Loss
mar for FREE. I couldn't offer this guarantee unless1
was sure.
Sincere Alex Goen

That's nght. The Goon method is arguably
the finest weight reducing hypnosis session of
its kind. You are aware,in control. You enter a state of
magnificent physical and mental relaxation. You
move, think, hear and concentrate without the
slightest effort, designed so you can lose 20-60
lbs. in 3 months, up to 120 lbs. in 1 year.
"Four of us from the same office attended Alec Goen's
seminar In 4 months I lost 40 Ibt . Sharon lost over 30
lbs Mary and Nellie each lost:0 lbs and we all kept it
off"
Betsy Mernn. Insurance Broker. Hillsboro, NH

So what do you have to lose besides those
unwanted pounds and inches Your choice is simple. A
Lose all the weight you want for only $39.99.
Guaranteed. Be there!
oi906 A. Gaon Semmes

GOEN & ASSOC. - RESHAPING AMERICA...ONE BODY AT A TIMETy

•.•

Best Copy Available
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Patton probe raises queries

EDITORIAL

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
year ago this week, Franklin Circuit Court Judge William Graham
granted a request by Attorney
General Ben Chandler's office to
empanel a special grand jury to
look into the conduct of the 1995
gubernatorial election.
According to the request, "Investigators have focused on evidence of payment of monies,
campaigning outside of union
membership, allegations of vote
buying and other activity which
would demonstrate illegal and
improper collusion between the
campaign" and the AFL-CIO labor federation.
That has remained a central focus of the investigation through
two special prosecutors — the
first one fired by Chandler for
still murky reasons — two extensions — a third is imminent —
dozens of meetings of the special
grand jury and hundreds of witnesses, including threats to some
to keep their mouths shut or face
contempt proceedings. And,
while it is the nature of grand
jury proceedings to be secret,
there appear to be as many questions about this investigation as a
year ago.
Two events in connection with
the special grand jury last week
did little but raise even more
questions.

Clinton's visit to state
doesn't give answers
President Clinton's visit to Kentucky last week generated much excitement among those eager to see the man
whose alleged sexual indiscretions have topped media
reports for the past several months.
Yet when the president came to town, community
members weren't much interested in his private life. Instead, they were more focused on what he planned to do
in theirs.
They wanted to know whether he was going to take
away their livelihood, effectively ending generations
worth of tradition.
They sought answers regarding what they would do
without tobacco, a crop they have legally grown. It is a
crop that has put food on their tables, clothes on their
children and made communities prosper.
Although the presidential visit was made to Carroll
County, it could have been in Calloway County, the topproducing dark fired tobacco county in the state based
on 1996 figures.
Calloway ranks 10th in the state in dark air-cured tobacco and 93rd in burley tobacco production.
The bottom line, according to the president, is that
Congress will take whatever measures necessary to curb
teen smoking and has therefore gone straight to the tobacco companies.
A bill approved by the Senate Commerce Committee
would require the tobacco industry to pay $506 billion
over 25 years, curb advertising and pay billions of dollars if teen smoking rates are not significantly reduced
— without full protection from smokers' lawsuits.
With all the "whereas" and "thereto" in the legislative
proposal, it's very difficult to decipher exactly what
Congress is planning.
Here's a hint: the regulatory door is about to close on
tobacco, effectively crushing those who have depended
on it for decades.
Congress and the president, in their ultimate wisdom,
are about to take a step that will have severe repercussions throughout the United States.
Do the legislators not understand that tobacco is part
of this nation's foundation? Do they not understand that
those cigarettes and cigars they puff on don't just magically appear in the store — that they are the results of
someone's hard labor?
Perhaps they need to visit some of these tobaccoproducing counties around when the crops are being
sold. In Calloway County, as in other tobacco counties.
it is almost like a second Christmas.
There's a rush at the banks to cash the checks
and
pay those bills that have been hanging over the producer's head all year.
There's a rush to the car lots where new trucks are
waiting for their new owners.
There's a rush to the clothing stores so the producer
can buy those shoes his children have needed, as well as
the new dresses for his wife.
And there's even a rush for a night out on the town at
a restaurant. After months of pinching pennies and
back-breaking labor, the crop has been sold.
It's all part of the cycle that has been operating for
decades. Tradition has worked well for us locally and
we see no need to change it.
Ask a tobacco farmer if he is aware of the dangers of
his crop and he will readily admit its addictive properties. Yet he will also quickly point out that users make a
choice.
The entire tobacco saga revolves around personal
choice. And no one seems willing to differentiate between tobacco as a crop and tobacco as a product. The
crop is a far cry from the product once the companies
turn it into al'rilarketable form.
Yet insurance companies have stirred the pot because
they are fed up with paying claims for illnesses that
have been brought about by smoging.
Tobacco consumers know when they take that first
puff or open that packet of chewing tobacco that they
are putting their health at risk.
Those warning labels on the packages certainly weren't put there for decoration.
We have put much faith in our government to protect
our rights as citizens. Now, as it begins nibbling on the
very freedoms that we have perhaps taken for granted, it
is time to stand up and object.
We can work together to find ways to curb teen-age
smoking. As it stands now, the president and Congress
are about to drop an atomic bomb on the tobacco
industry.
And ,i.we all know what kind of destruction that
causes.

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
registry's opinion or even referring cases to another grand jury,
Graham said.
Special prosecutor Joe Gutmann, who is now directing the
investigation, indicated the registry will be asked to take some
part.
The next day, former Superintendent of Public Instruction
Alice McDonald pleaded guilty
to two felony charges and agreed
to testify to the special grand jury
in exchange for possible
probation.
McDonald was executive director of the Governmental Services Center, an obscure training
agency on the campus of Kentucky State University. She was
also a member of the Democratic
National Committee., McDonald
got the jobs after working as a
volunteer in Paul Patton's gubernatorial campaign. She had strong
ties to the Kentucky Education
Association and was widely cre-
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Her attorney said she will testify before the grand jury with
immunity from any additional
prosecution for any potential
wrongdoing she did.
McDonald was elected Nuperin tendent of public instruction in
1983. She ran for lieutenant governor in 1987 but lost in the
Democratic primary. Two highly
publicized shoplifting charges in
1989 and 1990 were settled without a trial. McDonald, who is
from Louisville and has political
ties there, adds a new dimension
to the investigation.
Republican Larry Forgy, who
was defeated by 2.2 percent in
the gubernatorial election, alleged
— without offering evidence -that Democrats bought votes.
If the campaign is found to
have colluded with outside
groups, the cost of that could be
assessed to Patton's campaign,
sending him over the S1.8 million
spending limit that he and Forgy
agreed to observe in return for a
state subsidy.
And if Patton were found to
have known of such collusion, he
and Lt. Gov. Steve Henry, who
was elected on a slate with him.
theoretically could be subject to
removal from office.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
April 7 — Press-Telegram of Long Beach, Calif., on winter
weather:
... Not only is the winter of '97-98 being described as no big deal,
the story didn't even make Page 1.
The latest report is that FEMA (the Federal Emergency Management Agency) says our winter, despite all the scary predictions, was
no more devastating than the previous two. Admittedly, the other
two were nasty. But almost everyone expected that this winter would
just about wash us out.
FEMA said that of last week, the agency had put aside 5289 million to cover the winter disasters of 1997-98. That is less than it
shelled out in 1996-97 ($294 million) and not much more than in
1995-96 ($280 million).
Of course, that was just FEMA's share, not the total damages. In
California, storm damages so far total $500 million and officials are
still counting. That's substantial, but a lot less than the first three
months of (the '94-95 and 696-97 winters) which cost S1.8 billion
each.
For months we've been listening to breathless accounts of weather
damage caused by El Nino. ... But if El Nino was tamer than expected, this is no consolation to the people in Laguna Niguel whose
houses slid down hills of mud and broke into bits, or to the death
and destruction visited on the 18 official disaster areas in Northern

California, Florida, New England and the Midwest. It has been
hard winter. ...

a

April 5 — Albuquerque Journal on the GOP, pork and highway spending:
Why did the congressional Republicans cross the road?
The possible punch lines to the tired old setup line aren't funny in
the context of a pork-packed highway spending bill.
The funny part — funny strange, not funny ha-ha — is that the
.GOP's detour toward fiscal irresponsibility leaves some Democrats
on the right side of the road and in position to 9k-tsk Republican
profligacy.
House Republicans outdid their Senate colleagues in spreading
lard around the nation's roads, approving a program to spend S217
billion on highways and other transportation projects over six years.
That busts the 1997 balanced budget agreement's figure for transportation spending by $26 billion. ...
Five percent of the $180 billion designated for highways was set
aside for so-called demonstration projects. ...
In all, there were 1,500 such demonstration projects. In the 1991
edition of the bill, passed when "free-spending" Democrats ruled
the roost, projects totalled only 539. ...
Why did the GOP cross over to the greasy side of the road? Same
old self-serving reasons Democrats got habituated to the pork barrel.

Joint effort helps economy
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
is a liberal Democrat who made a
fortune on Wall Street, the other
a conservative Republican who
loves nothing better than sifting
through the latest minutiae of
economic statistics.
But working together, Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan have helped create the
strongest economic growth in a
decade, the lowest unemployment
in 28 years and inflation nowhere
to be seen.
By all accounts, Rubin and
Greenspan — both mildmannered, self-effacing types
who look decidedly uncomfortable when praise is directed their
way — have a mutual admiration
society going.
The two have gone out of their
way to forge a close working relationship, seeking to emphasize
their similarities rather than their
differences.
Rubin, the liberal Democrat
who made millions in 26 years at
Goldman Sachs, and Greenspan,
the doctrinaire GOP conservative
happiest delving into economic
statistics, have breakfast together
every Thursday.
There is never a set agenda and
the discussions, which normally
include Deputy Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers, tend to
range far and wide over whatever
the participants deem to be the
hot financial issues of the
moment.
In addition to the breakfasts,
the two officials confer often by
telephone. Those phone lines
were humming on the day last
October when the stock market
was plunging 554 points because
of jitters over the developing
Asian financial crisis. 4
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lationship between the Fed and
the administration can be very
upsetting to markets," said Lyle

ANALYSIS

MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Guest Writer
The result: calming words from
both the Clinton administration
and Greenspan emphasizing the
underlying strength of the U.S.
economy. The reassurances
worked; markets bounced back
quickly and have resumed their
upward surge.
Such close consultation has not
always been the hallmark of Fedadministration relations.
During George Bufh's presidency, then-Treasuuj Secrotary
Nicholas Brady becalrie so frustrated with Greenspan that he
broke off the weekly meetings,
hoping it would pressure the Fed
chairman to cut interest rates
more quickly. The strategy did
not work.
Brady and other former Bush
aides hold Greenspan to blame
for the anemic economy in 1992
that contributed heavily to Bush's
defeat for re-election that year.

Perhaps mindful of those
strained relations, the Clinton administration sought to cultivate
Greenspan from the very beginning. When President Clinton
made his first speech to a joint
session of Congress unveiling his
economic plan, he invited
Greenspan to sit in the gallery
next to his wife, Hillary.
When the Fed launched a preemptive strike against inflation in
1994 and began raising interest
rates, there was no public criticism from the •administration, an
unusual occurrence.
Rubin, who headed Clinton's
National Economic Council in
the first two years of the administration, was a key enforcer of
the no-criticism rule.
"Rubin understands how
markets work and he understands
that a lack of a good working re-
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dited with helping Patton secure
its endorsement.

CAPITOL IDEAS

On Tuesday, Graham gathered
the grand jurors to his courtroom
to answer the legal question that
has been hanging over the investigation almost from the beginning: May the grand jurors act on
their own initiative on criminal
matters, such as returning indictments, or must they turn the case
back over to the Registry of Election Finance, from whence it
came.
The registry, composed of political appointees, had essentially
requested the investigation after
complaints about irregularities by
both Republican and Democratic
camps in the 1995 election. Its lawyer and even Chandler office
had argued the registry must first
determine if there were any willful violations of campaign finance law and then turn the matter back over to a grand jury.
Graham told the grand jury it
has the duty to decide what to do.
But that might include asking the

Fo
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Gramley, a former Federal Reserve governor and now an economist at the Mortgage Bankers
Association.
The Fed followed a series of
rate increases in 1994 with a
round of rate reductions in 1995
to keep a developing economic
slowdown from dumping the
country into a recession. •
That tight-wire balancing act
has succeeded amazingly well,
keeping inflation under control
even as unemployment was dipping to levels not seen since the
early 1970s.
Last month, the United States
entered its eighth year of uninterrupted growth, a longevity feat
accomplished by only two other
expansions.
Even with the uncertainty
generated by Asia's recent financial turmoil, most economists believe chances are good that the
economy will still be growing in
the year 2000, making this the
longest expansion in history.
But just as Rubin turns visibly
uneasy when commentators call
him the greatest Treasury secretary of this century, Greenspan is
also quick to deflect credit to
others.
Asked recently who should get
the credit for the current good
times, Greenspan lavished praise
on Congress and current and former administrations. All of them,
he said, came to the realization
that taming inflation was job No.
1.
There is now a widespread
view that "inflation destroys
jobs," Greenspan said. "That
was a fundamental shift in the
way the world works."
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Food handling important in spring
Spring is an especially festive
time as Kentucky gardens blossom
out of a winter sleep and we look
forward to special observances and
celebrations of the season.
"Some traditional foods associated with spring festivities might
contain organisms that can make
people sick. Therefore, it is important to prepare, handle and store
these foods to destroy diseasecausing bacteria present as well as
prevent the development of these
organisms in foods," said Sandra
Bastin, food and nutrition specialist
for the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Whether you're going to an egg
hunt, Seder meal, graduation party,
or neighborhood picnic, keep this
season festive by cooking raw eggs,
lamb,poultry,or ham sufficiently to
destroy organisms that can cause

illnesses," she added. "Remember
to keep hot foods hot and cold foods
cold. To keep cooked foods safe,
maintain hot foods at 140 degrees
fahrenheit or refrigerate them at 40
F or below. Don't let hot or cold
foods stay at room temperature for
more than two hours because bacteria will multiply rapidly."
Bastin gave these food-handling
tips for a healthful, festive spring:
•Store eggs in their cartons on an
inside refrigerator shelf, where the
temperature remains cooler than the
door. Storing eggs in the refrigerator door risks movement that could
crack shells.
.Wash your hands thoroughly
with warm water and soap each time
you handle eggs,including cooking,
cooling, dyeing, hiding and storing.
Also wash utensils, equipment and

work areas with hot, soapy water
before and after they come in
contact with eggs.
'Buy eggs with clean, uncracked
shells that have been kept refrigerated at the store. Be sure the "sell
by" date on the canon hasn't expired.
For quality and safety, use eggs
within one week of purchase; hardcooked eggs, within three days.
•Use a meat thermometer to be
sure raw meats reach an internal
temperature sufficient to kill diseAse
organisms. Cook fresh, raw ham to
an internal temperature of 160 F;
raw lamb and beef roast to at least
145 F,and poultry to 170 F for white
meat and 180 F for dark meat.
If desired, heat fully-cooked,
ready-to-eat ham to 140 F before
serving.

MSU HORTICULTURE CLUB

'Set the oven temperature no
lower than 325 F to destroy bacteria
that might be present in ham, lamb,
beef, or poultry products.
.Keep fully-cooked, ready-to-eat
ham in the refrigerator.
Refrigerate country (dry-cured)
ham after you slice it.. The sliced,
uncooked ham can be refrigerated
for two to three months, but only
five to seven days after it's cooked.
-Use raw lamb or beef within
three to five days; otherwise freeze
it and use within six to nine months.
•Put perishable foods in the refrigerator as soon as the meal is
over, but no more than two hours
after you've taken them out of the
oven or refrigerator.
.Carve leftover meat off the bone,
place it in small, shallow containers
to speed the cooling process, and
put in the refrigerator or freezer.

Lawrenceburg vets offer long-term care
own in central New Hampshire. things is to let them out and exerBy BYRON CRAWFORD
He is a native of New HampThe Courier-Journal
cise them into some kind of
shire;
she is from Massachusetts.
form."
LAWRENCEBURG, Ky. (AP)
They moved to Kentucky not
Right now, of the 18 horses
— Odyscy would be dead by now
only
to be near the horse industry
munching grass on the green hills
had the prized Arabian stallion
and away from the severe New
of Witch Trot, Smith-Gary and
not fallen into the healing hands
of Kricket Smith-Gary and Roy
England winters, but also to ex- Bickford point to several that almost died before healing.
C. Bickford.
pand another business — design"I hold my breath and pray a
The powerful fungus that was
ing and building hypoallergenic
lot," Smith-Gary said earlier this
destroying the horse's front
houses.
hooves usually causes its victims
"I always had a real broad deto have to be destroyed or to suffinition of a homemaker," joked
fer a slow, painful death.
Smith-Gary, who holds undergraInstead, Odysey was patiently
duate degrees in art history and
nursed back to health in Smithbiology, graduate degrees in regGary and Bickford's extendedional planning, landscape arcare facility for horses at Witch
chitecture and business, and proTrot Farms in Anderson County.
fessional degrees in architecture
Although he will never return to
and interior design.
the show ring, he is now returnShe and a design -group team,
ing to form as a sire.
linked by the Internet among
Over the past 10 years, they
Frankfort, Nevada, Colorado,
A yield of 186.97 bushels per
have treated about 50 horses that
Connecticut and Massachusetts, acre recently gave Leroy Todd of
were convalescing from injuries
assist people in designing and Todd Farms third place in the no-till
or illnesses — and that required
building customized homes to ac- irrigated division of the 1997 Nalong-term care beyond the usual
commodate specific allergies. tional Corn Growers' Association's
veterinary services.
Bickford, in addition to his apti- (NCGA) Corn Yield Contest in
"We just like to see them get
tude for horses, is a builder.
Kentucky.
well," Smith-Gary said. "We do
They note that some people are
The yield with Pioneer* brand
whatever we know how to do that
allergic to pine, the lumber from 3335 gave Todd one of the 321 state
will make it so people can afford
which a majority of homes are titles won with 50 different Pioneer
to keep animals that they would
built, and to certain substances in
hybrids. A record 489 state and
otherwise have had to destroy."
drywall, whic-h may account for national titles were awarded in the
The couple's rate of S450 a
the growing interest in hypoal1997 contest. Growers planting
month includes at least one hour
lergenic housing.
Pioneer hybrids won 66.7 percent of
a day for bandage changes and
Between the houses and the that total, setting a record with 23
other medical attention, plus
horses there is little idle time ar- out of 27 national wins.
feeding and routine board care. In
ound Witch Trot Farms — a
"We're extremely pleased to see
name Smith-Gary borrowed from
addition to sick and injured anithe tremendous results that growers
one of her favorite farms in New
mals, they also raise foals whose
mothers have died or rejected
England.
"The horses are a calming facthem at birth.
tor on our routine," she said.
Before moving to Kentucky
"We like to see healing. The infour years ago, Smith-Gary and
Bickford bred Arabians and cared
tensive care is only a part of their
for horses at a farm that they still
recuperation. One of the great
by
Dr. Bob Salley

week. "We treat them like
family."
Bickford's sentiments were
simpler. "It gives me kind of a
warm feeling inside."
FOR MORE INFORMATION
about extended care for horses,
you can telephone the farm at
(502) 839-4425.

Sprin
men Savings
Nothing Works Like a
Husky Tiller!

$699"

CRT51 Tiller

Regular $799.95

Modern veterinary care can improve the quality of life for pets. A
dog with a broken elbow night have
been put in a splint years ago, losing
the use of the leg while it healed.
Today the bone is pinned and healing
is improved.

.4%
Never permit the residue of droppings to remain on a dog's coat; this
invites parasites and irritates the skin
—and it smells bad, too. It's permissible to trim long hair for hygienic
purposes, even if AKC standards
specify a natural look.
66
.
.
4
Ringworm isn't really a worm, but
a fungus. Though it's not visible to
the naked eye, the veterinarian can
spot evidence of infection and can
prescribe appropriate medication.
An infected pet should be quarantined and its bed and toys cleaned
thoroughly.

• 5.5 hp Briggs & Stratton
• 17" till path
• Counter-rotating tines

achieved in the NCGA corn contest
this year with Pioneer products,"
says Bob Wichmann, Pioneer vice
president, North American Sales.

Husqvarna
• Pnr.* pror1,x1, cy,rnonre, ,,ONVS and *Wong rms., 'ivy by
Cnidt miNwe powled bHusq‘,...n.a
HO,
.1%Una OM TOMO* p•rneols bowl

occount baliont. C ,996

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St
Murray

753-2571
753-4110

College Farm Road On The Lett
Just Past The Expo Center

April 17, 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
April 18, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

FARMER'S FARMACY
Dixieland Center • Murray • 759-2248

Please Elect

Charlie Adams
Magistrate District #3

• Member of the most trusted profession - pharmacy.
• Served on Murray Pliining Commission for 17 years.
• Served 7 years as the county representative on the
Murray Planning Commission.

If you would like a working voice for YOU
in county government - Vote #1
Thanks to you as I ask for your vote and influence.
Paid for by the candidate Charles "Charlie" Adams

In the coming weeks, I will present my positions on the
issues by telling you my platforms for County Attorney.
Platform No. 1: I am committed to Strong but Fair
prosecution ofcrime. I will fight for the rights of victims of
crime. Crime has risen steadily and we need to'send a
message to criminals that crime will not be tolerated in
this County. I grew up in this community and we need to
work to make this a safer place for our children and
neighbors.
On a personal note...The outpouring of support in the
last few weeks has been deeply appreciated. If you would
like to help in this campaign for a better tomorrow or if you
would like to get a sign or bumper sticker, please call me
at 753-3153. Your influence is appreciated.
I want the County Attorney's office to be open to you so
that...

Together we can build a better tomorrow.
Thank you for your vote and support.

Randy Hutchens

Dogs & cats teeth are less likely to
decay than a human's, but there can
be broken teeth, infected roots and
periodontal problems. Chewing hard
biscuits can help, but it's smart to
schedule a once-a-year appointment
for the vet to remove excess tarter.
Brought to you as a pubk ferric*
by Owl vrtarinariens who cars tor
your anintals at.

for

County Attorney

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South

733-6749

4
s.44

My Platform to You. the Voters:

S.

2
Year

At University Greenhouse

Qualified To Work For You
In Planning For A Better
County In The Future.

Todd finishes third
in NCGA contest

PET
TALK

PLANT SALE

Paid for by

Committee to Elect Randy Hutchens, Larry England, Treas.
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Ladies plan golfplay
1*
The ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. April 15.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone not listed in the lineup
may come and be paired at the
tee. Hostess for the day will be
Sue Outland.
The lineup is as follows:

Phil Hazle For Jailer
A New Kind of Jailer
Paid

..•

Phi Phil Ilias1.•

Tee I — Louise Lamb, Beth Below,
Nancy Haverstock, Faire Alexander
Tee 3 — Carolyn Sanning, Rowena
Cullom, Cathryn Garrott;
Tee 4 — BILlie Cohoon, Martha Sue
Ryan, Ann Brown, Edith Garrison;
Tee 5 — Marilyn Adkins, Barbara
Gray, Anna Mary Adams, Peggy
Shoemaker;
Tee 6 — Rainey Apperson, Jennye
Sue Smock, Betty Lowry, Betty
Stewart;
Tee 8 — Venela Ward, Jennifer
Crouse, Sue Outland, Toni Hopson;
Tee 9 — Mary Bogard, Frances
Hulse, Inus On, Lisa Carver.

0000000000000000000000000000000
NOW OPEN
•M, Tu, F 9 a.m.-4 p.m. • Sat 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
by oppt)
(01t191 hall3

Closed Wednesday & Thursday

O

Photo-Arts •
•
O Twila's
Specializin
g in...
• Photo restoration
• Reproduced antique
(any condition)
frames
0
Oil paintings
• Convex glass
0
Ask about our Mother's Day Specials

0

0

000000006
700000000
45
01
0HiirW4U
.01170
3.
0
1

NEED YOUR CARPET CLEANED?
WHY RISK STEAM OR SHAMPOO?

LAKELAND

CHEM-DRY
A NEW CONCEPT IN CARPET CLEANING

•DRYS QUICKLY (APPROX. 1 HR)
•SAFE AND NONTOXIC
•REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS
•UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
TOLL FREE-DA1L ' THEN

800-273-5184

502-527-0605

SERVING CALLOWAY, MARSHALL, McCRACKEN & BALLARD COUNTIES

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

Murray Lions Club will meet Tuesday, April
14, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club House. Denver
Johnson, head football
coach at Murray State University, will be the
speaker. All members
are urged to attend.

The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday, April 15, at 1
p.m. at the home of Dr.
Halene Visher. Lula Belle Hodges will
present the program. All
members are urged to attend.

Bob Rodgers, left, president of Murray Kiwanis Club, presents a check
to Jason Pittman, president of Senior Class of Calloway County High
School, for its Project Graduation event.
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Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, April
14, at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This will be a "Southern
Cooking" birthday potluck night. Members are asked to bring a
southern dish to share. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene,
753-2350.

Blood Drive planned
A Red Cross Blood Drive,
sponsored by Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority, will be Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 14 and 15,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Curris Center of Murray State
University.
The Red Cross nurses will be
located on the second floor in the
Dance Lounge area of the center.
Sigma Pi fraternity will assist the
sorority.
The Nashville Blood Center is
still experiencing a shortage of
all blood types. Most of the regional hospitals depend upon Red
Cross collected blood for their
supply and for emergency backup, according to Larry Doyle,
Calloway Red Cross Blood Drive
Coordinator.
The center generally draws about 600 pints of whole blood or
blood products daily from the
Nashville Blood Center. When
the Red Cross Blood Centers are
out of blood, it is too late to provide the lifesaving blood for you

or your family's emergency.
"Our blood supply depends
upon your voluntary blood contributions to fill this need," Doyle
said.
Murray's annual blood drive
quota is just over 600 pints of
whole blood. The number is arrived at by the Nashville Regional Blood Center by looking at
the past request for blood products from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Doyle said "it is, vital Jhat we
respond to this shortage. Please
plan on donating blood at the curris Center on Tuesday or Wednesday and bring a friend. New
donors are welcome. Donor requirements are 17 years of age,
weigh at least 110 pounds, not
donated blood within the last 56
days, and be in generally good
health."
All donors will be given a
health check before blood is donated. Refreshments will be
served.

Oaks' ladies plan bridge
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
April 15, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. For reservations or cancellations call Mary Alice Smith, hostess, at 753-3487.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, April 14, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Reita Moody will present a program on "How To Turn
Grief and Mourning Into A Blessing." All interested persons
are invited. The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade.
This is a
mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive, educational
and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed since
1962. For
information call Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172,
Opal Howard, 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Kenlake ladies plan golf play
The Kenlake ladies will play golf on Wednesday, April 15, at 10
a.m. at the Kenlake State Park Golf Course, Aurora. For information
call Hazel Hill at 1-502-354-6535 or Dotty Elliott at
1-502-354-6977.

Dexter Seniors will meet Tuesday
Dexter Senior Citizens will meet Tuesday, April 14, at 9:30
a.m.
at the Dexter Center. A potluck luncheon will be served.
All interested persons are invited.

W.A.T.C.H.
needs cans

Doris' change of life started with a very simple phone call.
You can make the same call & reach the same goals that
Doris & many others have reached. Call today for your
FREE consultation & you can lose...

Allen Golf Scramble April 17
The 1998 Phillip Allen Memorial Two-Person Golf Scramble,
sponsored by Murray Lions Club, will be Friday, April 17, at Murray Country Club. The charity event will begin with a shotgun start
at noon. The entry fee of $35 per golfer covers the cost of green fees
and a cart. Prizes will be awarded for first, second, fifth, 10th and
15th places. In addition, prizes will be given for closest to the pin on
two holes and for the longest drive. Persons interested in playing
may call the Murray Country Club Pro Shop at 753-9430 to sign up.

Although W.A.T.C.H. (work
activities center for the handicapped) Center is a regular participant of "Make A Difference
Day," the center is in need of aluminum cans for an ongoing work
activity and recycling project.
Center hours arc from 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. weekdays, but
cans may be dropped off at the
west side of the Center at 702
Main St., Murray, anytime.

Need Line plans golf event
Need Line's annual Golf Scramble Tournament has been scheduled for Friday, April 24, at Murray Country Club. A shot-gun start
for the four-person team scramble will be at 1 p.m. The entry fee
will be $40 per person which includes green fee and cart. Spikes are
not allowed on the Murray course. All proceeds will go to benefit
the Murray-Calloway County Need Line. Sponsorships are available
for $30. For more information call Kathie Gentry at the Need Line
office at 753-6333.

Research is the Key
MINN
1111641T1111 Till MI %WOOS

/

30 Lbs. By Summer

AMERICAN
CANCER
f SOCIETY

,

Coll toll-free
l-800-ACS-2345

The Calloway County Homemakers have made plans to attend the
Southern Women's Show at Nashville, Tenn., on Thursday, April
30. The cost will be $25 per person. Jane Steely, county extension
agent in home economics for Calloway County, said reservations are
needed immediately as registrations are due Wednesday, April 15.
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Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business -

Travis Houston

Salem Baptist
Church

la

join our
bridal registry.
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Formal Wear and Limousine

'

•Weddings •Proms •Banquets •Birthdays •Anniversanes

304 Main St.
4:;4521Mmot
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
Book Limousine
(502) 759-4713
Services
Toll Free
For Prom.'
1-888-367-6757

Pier 1 11111101113
Chestnut St., Murray

753-1851
•

150th Anniversary
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Homemakers to attend show

A proven weight control program with a 10 year record of success!
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UDC Chapter plans meeting

Doris Weigel of Almo, KY
lost 30 lbs. & 291/2 inches!!
She not only looks great
but feels great, too!!
Way to go, Doris!

Murray, KY

Murray W
from left,
Mary Anr
Andrus.

Lions will hear Johnson

Anyone not listed in the lineup
,may come and be paired at the
tee. All levels of players are welcome. Cancellations should be
made by calling the pro-shop.

SUBSCRIBE
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116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879
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"Pizza! Get Your Fresh, Hot Pizza..."

Announcing Service On

CO,

Sunday, April 19, 1998
10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

We Deliver 7
Days A Week!
4 p.m. - Close

Delivered Right To Your Door!
Any Size Pizza —
Any Number of Toppings

Dinner 12-1 p.m.

$10,0(

•
1

Featuring Former Pastors and Special Music

Hort

•J

All members, former members, friends and families from the

attieb

Salem Baptist Church and communities past are invited.

\

only...

I CALL 753-6656
Chestnut St.
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CALENDAR
Monday, April 13
Calloway County Fire District 2 at
Pottertown Station/7 p.m.
Save Our Park meeting cancelled at 5
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
National Federation of the Blind. Murray Chapter/6 p.m/Weeks Center
Murray Electric System Board of
Directors/4 p.m.
Calloway County Republican Party/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Suburban Homemakers Club/7
p.m./home of Wilma Wilson.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club meeting changed to April
20.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities. Bingo and
MURRAY WOMAN S CLUB p/

Murray Woman's Club members pictured at the state convention are,
from left, Martha Crafton, Sue Allison, Linda Scott, Lois Pharris and
Mary Ann Russell. Not pictured are Barbara Brandon and Martha
Andrus.

Murray Woman's Club
receives state honors
Murray Woman's Club was
Troy Fields took second place in
honored at the 103rd annual conceramics. In the Short Story/
vention of the Kentucky FederaPoetry Student Category, Lindi
tion of Women's Clubs held
Gray won first place Middle
April 5-8 at Louisville.
School Category in Short Short
The "Eyes in the Dark" project ($25).
won the Community ImproveIn the Arts Contest Club Woment Program award of $150.
men Category, Mitzi Cathcy took
The award recognized raising the
second place in tie dye; Lois
$50,000 needed to purchase two
Pharris took second place in emCairns Iris fire helmets. One helbroidery; and Annie Knight, third
met went to the Murray Fire Deplace in photography/portrait. In
parment and one to the Calloway
the Short Story/Poetry Club WoCounty Fire-Rescue.
men Category, Lois Sparks won
The Kentucky entry will be
first place for her short story. The
judged at the national convention
Press Book took third place,
in New Orleans, La., in June. judged against all other communThis program is sponsored
ities in its size.
through a partnership with Shell
Martha Andrus of Murray was
Oil Company.
installed as second vice president
The Murray club also won the
of the Kentucky Federation of
Kentucky Beverage Industry ReWomen's Clubs Executive Comcycling Program award of $500.
mittee. Andrus is a past president
The award was presented to
of NI WC and governor of First
Linda Scoot, MWC president, by
District. "We are very pround of
Ray Gillespie, executive director.
Andrus and privileged to have a
The club reported over 68,000
member of our club on the Expounds of paper, plastic, glass, ecutive Committee,- said Linda
cardboard and aluminum cans, Scott, local president.
along with a variety of creative
Members attending the state
recycling programs.
meeting were Linda Scott,
The membership is involved in
Martha Crafton, Sue Allison,
several community programs —
Lois Pharris, Mary Ann Russell,
Make A Difference Day; ReBarbara Brandon and Martha
source Center Fair; Work ActivAndrus.
ity Training Center for the Hand"The Murray Woman's Club
icapped; The Salvation Army; has 'enjoyed a very successful
J.U. Kevil Center; and the KET
year working with our communMr. Rogers' Sweaters Program.
ity to accomplish our goals,"
MWC received first place in
Scott added.
the Crime Prevention Division
through this administration's focus on Children in Crisis.
The club won first place jn the
Ars Division because of the
membership efforts to promote
the arts in the community; second
place in the Performing Arts directly because of the dedication
of the Music Chorus.
A second place award in Cqntinuing Education was received because of the library donations and
promotion of its many activities.
The club's work with veterans as
well as sponsoring Issue Awareness through the legislative efforts received second place in
both categories of the Public Affairs Division.
In the Arts Contest Student
Category, Louis Charette took
first place ($25) in printing, and

Senior parents
are selling cards

Mr. and Mrs. James Allen West

Bristow-West wedding
vows are said at church

The wedding of Bethany Adele Bristow of Vancouver, Wash., and
James Allen West of Colorado Springs, Colo., formerly of Murray,
was Saturday, Oct. 11, 1997, at Vancouver Church of Christ.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Hanna of
Vancouver. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. West Sr. of
Murray.
The wedding was officiated by the bride's grandfather, J.T. Bristow. The couple chose to use the same vows that her parents had used
when they were married.
Given in marriage by her stepfather, Douglas C. Hanna, the bride
wore a white gown designed in princess style with a rounded neckline,
sleeveless, tight fitted waistline and billowing skirt. Her only adornment was her grandmother's pearl necklace and earrings. She carried a
bridal bouquet of white roses, white orchids, and white stephanotis.
Knsty DeGraw was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Wendy Horn
and Jennifer Woods. They wore royal blue silk organza dresses.
Flower girls were Kylie Hanna, sister of the bride, and Mandi Bristow, cousin of the bride. They wore white silk organza dresses and
carried baskets of blue, pink, white and red flowers.
Joe D. West Jr., Lanai, Hawaii, was best man for his brother.
Groomsmen were Ronald Voight, Michigan, and Paul Bulski, Vancouver. Jeb Bristow, brother of the bride, was an usher. Zack Hanna,
brother of the bride, was ring bearer.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedoes with white shirts
and black ties.
A reception followed in the multi-purpose room of the church. The
four tiered wedding cake was designed and baked by the bride's aunt.
Approximately 300 guests attended.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Kauai, Hawaii. They are now
at home in Colorado Springs, Colo., where Mr. West is with The AVX
Corporation, an electronic corporation with offices worldwide.
A rehearsal dinner, hosted by the groom's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
D. West Sr. of Murray, was held in the ballroom of the Sheraton
Hotel, Portland, Ore. Covers were laid for approximately 75 guests.
M. I
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NEW AT TIS
Chicken Strip Basket
Chicken Strips
$329
Fries &
Texas Toast

4

,s( Fast Service A Convenient Location
A Handy Drive-Up Window

tuesday

total
sale
15%

Its because martial arts offers the opportu,,ity for families to spend more
quality time together while they're learninq exercising building self
confidence and learning to defend themselves
Classes are forming now, call today

Introductory Offer $29.96
Offor Ends 4-30-98

$ $

753-0045

Jenny Landreth

753-1851
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"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
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BILLS

\ %TM\WIDE

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs,

is pleased to have

Ciliaatuut St., Murray

BILLS

Homeowners Only

Pier 1 Imports

PPierlimport

306 Main • 753-3753
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-4

753-9567 ext. 106
or 753-6730

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

join our
bridal registry.

BILLS

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052

1300 Hillwood Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(Located inside Hill Electric)

Chestnut St.

Mark Etherton

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

to

Burkeen Bookkeeping
Tax Service

bride-elect of

Parents of Murray High School
Seniors arc selling discount cards
for $5.
The cards carry the names of
21 Murray businesses who have
offered discounts. The cards will
not expire until January of 1999.
Funds from the sale will go
toward Project Graduation for the
MHS seniors.
For information call Cindy
Howard, Cheryl Crouch, or Janice and Joe Hedges.

$10,000 - $110/mo

•

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!
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P
nt spinAnonymousi6 p.m
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. Info/1-800-606-6047.
First Presbyterian Church .Oprothy
Moore Circle w/Carolyn Gruys/7:15
p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Social Con-.
cerns Committee/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Lifestyles Crafts
Group/4:30 p.m.
James C. Claypool Derby lecture/4
p.m./Quadrangle behind Pogue Library, MSU. Free and open to public.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery of FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a,m .- 10 p.m.
Tuesday, April 14
Kentucky Lake Chapter 920 Experimental Aircraft Association/7
p.m./Kyle-Oakley Airporc.
Info/489-2414.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos cancelled this week
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/11:30 a.m./Dutch Essenhaus
Restaurant.
Health Enhancement Weight Group/
1:30 p.m./Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.

ril clhatristian
t!e
sdapyo,siA
a
Purchase A
Tu
ree
Singles 7
p m
Into Lucy.
Bingo/7 p m Knights of Columbus
building
CoffeeC
Break 9 30 a m Martin's
Chapel united Methodist Church
Murray TOPS Chapter Kentucky $34
meeting/6 30 p m /Clinic Building Info
Marcia, 753-0854
Hardin TOPS Chapter 6 p m Hardin
Library
Weeks Centeropen 8 a 171 -4 p m for
senior citizens'actinties
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p m for
senior citizens' activities
Cardiac Support Group 10
a.m./private dining room MCCH
Info/762-1170
Alzheimer's Disease Education
meeting/4:30 p m ..board room of
MCCH. Infoi762-1103 or 753-5561
West View Nursing Home Coffee
hour/10 a.m
Bingo . 10 30 a m .
Exercise/11.45 a m Bluegrass Hour/2
p.m.. MSU Time/6'30 p.m
Paris Road Homemakers Club/1
p.m./home of Lyda Sue Collins
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/9:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall
Info/1-800-606-6047
Grace Baptist Church WMU 6 30
p.m./home of Martha Riddle
St. Leo Catholic Church Ladies Guild
potluck supper/6 p.m.
Impact Praise and Worship Center
Bible Study/7 p.m. Info,..435-4503
Memorial Baptist Church Eva Wall
Group at Fern Terrace/2 p m
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a m
First Christian Church CWF Ill at 7
p.m /home of June VanderMolen
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/social hall, Waters, Doran and
Hayes Circle social hall, Tucker-Frost
Circle at home of Blanche Titsworth/all
at 9 30 a m
First Baptist Church Aerobics:5.30
pm
Brass Chamber Music Concert/8
p.m .Performing Arts Hdll FA Center,
MSU
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8 30 a.m.-4.15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery. Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a m.-6 p m
National Scouting Museum open 9
a.m.-4 .30 p m Infor762-3383
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Step Up Your Career...Management Positions Avaiable...Call I -888-399-SHOE & Ask For"The Career Track"

O'Meara wins Masters; Nicklaus challenges
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP) — Mark
O'Meara had hit the putt during a
practice round, knowing the hole
would be there on the 18th green
in the final round of the Masters,
but not realizing he would be
there with so much at stake.
Neither did anyone else.
The cheers on Sunday were for
Jack Nicklaus, teasing a breathless gallery with one more run at
another green jacket. And for
Fred Couples, who took himself
out of contention as quickly as he

got back in it with unforgettable
shots on the par-5s.
When O'Meara lined up his
20-foot birdie putt on the 72nd
hole, thousands of fans had already lined the 10th fairway in
anticipation of a playoff between
him, Couples and David Duval.
"Am I nervous a little bit'?
Yeah," O'Meara said. "But there
was no need to set the playoff. 'I
can put this in my hands and finish it off.' "
That's what he did, raising
both arms defiantly after the putt
fell, giving him a 5-under-par 67

for 279 and a one-stroke victory.
"We had a great round, but we
got beat by somebody who
played a great round the last
round of the Masters," said
Couples.
A great round was lurking.
With only a soft breeze, the table
was set for the kind of back-nine
charge that makes the Masters
special, and there were plenty of

players on the leaderboard who
were capable.
Tiger Woods was not one of
them. One year after his record
18-under 270 gave him a
12-stroke victory and raised concerns that Augusta was obsolete,
Woods never managed to break
70 and finished six strokes back.
"People just don't know how
hard this golf course is," Woods

them with the chance to do something good was a pretty nice feeling," Nicklaus said after closing
with a 68.
O'Meara was a forgotten man,
filth in career. earnings with 14
PCA Tour victories, but none of
them a major championship. The
41-year-old would have thought
no less of himself had he not had
a major to his credit at the end of
his career, but he never quit trying in 56 previous attempts.
"I know that this game has alII See Page 9

Knicks to protest
controversial loss
to Heat on Sunday

Former Racers
hope for call on
NFL draft day

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Several former Murray State football players will
spend this weekend waiting by the telephone.
They won't be trying to win a radio contest or hoping
they've won a sweepstakes. Just looking for a job.
The NFL draft is Saturday, and several of this past
season's seniors who have worked out for pro teams are
hoping for the best.
MSU coach Denver Johnson said linemen Dan
Brown, Eric Mathies, Rob Reynolds and Mark Robinson, running back Anthony Downs, wide receiver Reggie Swinton and strong safety Kenny Thomas have all
garnered interest from the NFL, with some of them going through private workouts.
"We sent out a lot of film," Johnson said. "Teams
have been following up on some of the players, calling
me up and getting stets and such."
Johnson also said that kicker Rob Hart has signed
with the London Monarchs of the NFL's World League.
Downs, a 6-foot, 207-pound back, gained 1,011 yards
on 210 carries (4.8 average) this past season for the
Racers, with 12 touchdowns.
He has worked out for the Jacksonville Jaguars, Carolina Panthers and Cincinnati Bcngals, all at Clemson,
S.C., which is near his hometown of Greenville. He

said after a round of 70 that included his third three-putt of the
week.
For a while, a 58-year-old man
with six green jackets made it
look easy again. Nicklaus birdied
four of the first seven holes,
rocking Augusta with roars that
only he can generate.
But after getting to 5 under
with a birdie on the 15th, his next
three putts for birdie all missed
by no more than an inch.
"To have all the people out
there, knowing that might be the
last time you walk in front of

Commissioner David Stern has
a big decision to make today.
Does he follow the letter of the
law or the spirit of right and
wrong?
Sounds familiar, doesn't it?
The New York Knicks will ask
him to overturn their loss to
Miami, arguing that the officials
blew the call when they disallowed Allan Houston's buzzerbeating basket Sunday in the
Heat's 82-81 victory.
The evidence will support the
Knicks. The rule book will support the Heat.
Televised replays clearly
showed Houston's shot leaving
his hand before the clock expired.
The official rules state: "Regardless of when the horn or red

littalaillS

Alonzo Mourning (left) and the
Miami Heat claimed a controversial win over the New York
Knicks Sunday in Miami.

light operates to signify the end
of period, the officials ultimately
make the final decision whether
to allow or disallow a successful
field goal."
Knicks general manager Ernie
Grunfeld said the team will file
an official protest today.
The frantic finish began as
New York inboundcd at midcourt
with 4.4 seconds left. Chris Mills
took the pass and drove past
Alonzo Mourning, but missed a
short runner. Charles Oakley
missed a tip, and Dan Majerle
then slapped the ball in the direction of Houston, who hastily
threw up one last attempt at the
buzzer.
Referee Bob Delaney irninediately signaled the shot didn't
count. After conferring briefly
with the two other officials, the
ruling stood.
"The shot was good," Chris
Childs of the Knicks said.
The loss dropped New York
into eighth place in the Eastern
Conference, a half-game behind
the New Jersey Nets.

Defending champ Marlins stay 0-for-April
The Associated Press
Florida said repeating as World
Series champion would be an impossible task. These days, a
single victory seems inconceivable, too.
The depleted Marlins lost their
11th consecutive game in April,
this time 7-3 at the Pittsburgh Pirates on Sunday. Since winning
March 31 on opening day, Flor-

ida has set a team record for consecutive losses, skidding to the
worst start ever by a defending
champion.
"It's a new season with a lot
of new players," catcher Charles
Johnson said. "If we keep looking back, we're bound to keep
stumbling."
Florida got rid of 12 players
from its World Series roster,

slashing the payroll from $53
million to $33 million. Outgoing
owner H. Wayne Huizenga, who
is trying to sell the Marlins to
team president Don Smiley, is
getting what he paid for.
"Our guys are trying. We're
just not playing very good,—
manager Jim Leyland said.
"We're not hitting very good.
And I'm not managing very

good. Obviously, when you're
1-11 and you've lost 11 in a row,
it's not very good."
In other games, the Los
Angeles Dodgers defeated Houston 7-6 in 10 innings, Cincinnati
beat Colorado 10-4, San Diego
beat Arizona 4-2, Atlanta beat
Philadelphia 3-2, New York beat
Milwaukee 6-4, Montreal beat
Chicago 4-1 and San Francisco

beat St. Louis 2-1.
At Pittsburgh, lermaine Aliensworth singled in three of Pittsburgh's first four runs and Jason
Schmidt (2-1) allowed three runs
and five hits in seven innings.
Jason Kendall singled twice to
set up Allcnsworth run-scoring
singles, then hit a two-run homer
in the sixth to chase Rafael Medina (0-1).

Expos 4, Cubs 1
Rookie Brad Fullmer went
4-for-4 and drove in four runs at
Olympic Stadium as Montreal
won for just the third time in 11
games, sending Kerry Wood to
the loss in his major-league
debut.
Dustin Hermanson (1-1) struck
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Murray State moves
to 9-9 in conference

MARK YOUNG/edge, & Times file photo

of OVC rival Eastern Kentucky in

RICHMOND — The Murray State
Thoroughbreds swept a three-game series
over Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky with a pair of wins
Saturday.
Coming off a 15-8 win Friday, the
'Breds (13-25, 9-9 OVC) used a four-run
rally in the top of the seventh inning to
surge past the Colonels 12-9 in the first
game of a doubleheader.
MSU used five hits in the final inning
to grab the win.
Chad Hamm began the 'Breds' rally
with a single. He was followed by a
single from Robert Weatherly.
The big blow in the inning was a basesclearing double from Brad Langdon that
plated three runs and put MSU ahead by
the final 12-9 margin.
Langdon finished the game with five
RBI as the 'Breds collected 15 hits in the
contest.
Jason Glosser (1-1) picked up the win
for Murray by striking out two and giving

up just one hit in one inning of relief.
In game two, the 'Breds used a strong
'pitching performance from Kurt Umbarger and plated runs in all but two innings
for a 6-3 win.
Umbarger (5-5) struck out 10 EKU hitters. He allowed just three runs on seven
hits while walking only one batter in a
complete-game victory.
The 'Brcds offense aided Umbarger
with single runs in each of the first four
innnings and capped off the scoring effort
with a pair of insurance runs in the top of
the seventh.
Weatherly led the MSU hitting attack
by going 2-for-4 with two RBI. Dan Loyd
followed with a 2-for-4 effort at the plate
with an RBI and a run scored. Langdon,
Craig Dclk, Chris Williams and Brad
Burns added the other hits.
With a leadoff single in the seventh,
Delk broke the MSU record for hits in a
career by collecting hit No. 194. Danny
Alfeldt (1988-91) was previously held the
record with 193.
The 'Br-Ms begin a six-game homestand today with a 3 p.m. contest against
Bethel. That will be followed by a 3 p.m.
game with Arkansas State on Tuesday and
a 3 p.m. contest Wednesday with Southern Illinois.
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FROM PAGE 8

AUGUSTA. Ga (AP) - Final scores
money winnings and relation to par Sunday of the $32 million Masters, played on
ttw 6,925-yard, par-72 Augusta National
Golf Club course (a-amateur)
Mark O'Meara, $576,000
279 9
Fred Couples. $291,600
280 -8
David Duval. $291.600
280 -8
Jim Furyk, $153,600
281 -7
Paul AZinger. $128,000
282 -6
Jack Nicklaus, $111,200
283 -5
David Toms, $111,200
283 -5
Darren Clarke, $89,600
285 -3
Tiger Woods, $89,600
285 -3
Justin Leonard, $89,600
285 -3
Cohn 1Aontgomene, $89,600
285 -3
Joe. Maria Olazabal. $64,800 286 -2
Jay Haas, $64,800
286 -2
Per-Ulnk Johansson, $64.800
286 -2
Phil Mickeison. $64,800
286 -2
Scott Hoch, $48,000
287 -1
Ernie Els. $48.000
287 •1
Ian Woosnam. $48,000
287 -1
Scott McCarron, $48.000
287 •1
Mark Calcavecchia, $48,000
287 •1
a-Matt Kuchar
288
Willie Wood, $38,400
288
Jeff Maggert. $33,280
289 +1
Stewart Cink, $33,280
289 +1
John Huston, $33,280
289 +1
David Frost. $26,133
290 +2
Brad Faxon, $26,133
290 +2
Sieve Jones, $26,133
290 +2
Michael Bradley, $23,680
291 +3
Steve Elkington, $22,720
292 +4
Jesper Parnevik, $21,280
293 +5
Andrew Magee. $21,280
293 +5
Fuzzy Zoeller, $18,112
294 +6
John Daly, $18,112
294 +6
Phil Blackmar, $18,112
294 +6
Lee Janzen, $18,112
294 +6
Davis Love III, $18.112
294 +6
Tom Kite, $15,680
295 +7
Paul Stankowski, $14,720
296 +8
Berhard Langer. $14,720
296 +8
Corey Pavin, $13,440
297 +9
Craig Slather, $13,440
297 +9
John Cook, $12,480
298 +10
Lee Westwood, $11,840
300 +12
a-Joel Knbel
301 +13
Gary Player, 111,200
302 +14

ways been based around performance of major championships,"
O'Meara said. "I know that
there's been comments about why
I haven't won a major. I think
timing and a little luck - that's
what
wins
major
championships."
A hot putter never hurts, especially at Augusta.
The previous four Masters
champions had but one three-putt
between them - Nick Faldo in
1986. O'Meara had a three-putt
par on the second hole of the second round, and no more the rest
of the week.
"I've played enough with
Mark. That's just how he putts,"
said Duval, who teamed with
O'Meara in the President's Cup.
"He's one of the best putters out
here, and he makes an awful lot
of them."

Karen Hart recently made a hole-In-one with a 7-iron on the fifth hole
at Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course. She was playing with her husband,
Larry.

II Former Racers...

•
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worked out for the Minnesota
Vikings, Green Bay Packers and
Tennessee Oilers here in Murray.
"The scout for the Oilers said I
did pretty good," Downs said.
"On the bench press (225
pounds) I got 23 reps and I ran
the 40 in 4.39. They said there
was a pretty good chance I would
be drafted.
"They told me I had great size,
that I was the perfect height and
that I wouldn't have to gain any
weight," he added. "So I'll just
be here this weekend waiting by
the phone."
Robinson said he has received
interest from the Vikings, New
England Patriots, Jaguars, Dallas
Cowboys and Packers.
The 6-2, 310-pound offensive
lineman said his workout consisted of running the 40-yard
dash (in which he was timed at
5.3 seconds), the vertical jump
(24 inches) and bench press (225
pounds 35 times).
"The reason they have you do
the bench press that way instead
of your one-rep maximum is they
want to see your physical conditioning," Robinson said. "They
want you to have endurance;
that's mostly what it's about.
"The last team to test me was
the Packers and they seemed the
most interested," he said. "But
they didn't tell me if I would be
drafted or not, they just asked for
my draft day phone number."
Robinson said his workout
numbers would be entered at
Blesto Inc., a national recruiting
agency for pro football.
"A lot of teams go through
Blest() and get your numbers
from there instead of spending
the money to come down here
and watch you in person; that's
how the Pittsburgh Steelers found
(former Racer) David McCann,"

he said.
Robinson said he had only received calls from the NFL.
"It's really hard for American
linemen to make it in the (Canadian Football League)," he said.
"Usually all they take from the
United States is the skill guys,
and the linemen are mostly all
Canadian."
Reynolds, 6-6, 320, has received interest from many of the
same teams as Robinson, with the
addition of the Tennessee Oilers
and the Seattle Seahawks.
"I got a letter from the Seahawks wanting to know how they
could get in touch with me on
draft day," he said.
Brown couldn't remember any
specific numbers from his workouts, but said he was relatively
pleased with his performances.
"I worked out about a month
ago and again about two weeks
ago," he said. "I did all right, I
just don't know how I did in
comparison with the rest of the
country."
Brown said the prospect for
linemen looks good in this year's
draft.
"It's a big year for linemen because a lot of NFL teams need
them," he said."A lot of the linemen already there are getting up
there in age and getting beat up."
Robinson, like the others, said
he was given no indication as to
whether he would be drafted
Saturday.
"They take all the information
they get back to their meeting
rooms and take their time in making decisions," he said. "What
I've been told is that the business
really isn't over until after
August."
And if Robinson's not drafted?
"I'll probably drive to the
teams and beg for a tryout," he
said. "That's one time where I
won't be too proud to beg."'

III Marlins...

O'Meara got a lift when he
dropped a pair of bombs on the
third and fourth holes for birdie,
but he saved the best for the end.
His birdie putt from 7 feet on
the 17th finally made people take
notice, if only because it put him
in a share of the lead with Couples and Duval.

out eight and allowed five hits in
6 2-3 innings, yielding Henry
Rodriguez's fifth homer. Ugucth
Urbina got three outs for his second save.
Giants 2, Cardinals 1
John Frascatore (0-2) walked

Bill Mueller with the bases
loaded and two outs in the ninth,
forcing in the go-ahead run at
San Francisco. Frascatore walked
Charlie Hayes and Darryl Hamilton, then threw four straight balls
to Mueller.
Robb'Nen (2-0) pitched a perfect ninth for the win.

Owner,
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'Your more than one company agency."
David King

MAJOR LEAGUES

spite leading 7-2 in the ninth.
Seattle starter Jeff Fassero
pitched well in his 1998 debut,
but gave up Leyritz's two-run
homer to tie it 3-3 in the sixth,
forcing Piniella to make that
dreaded call to his bullpen.
Spoljaric came on, and the next
batter, Troy O'Leary, homered.
Spoljaric also gave up Mo
Vaughn's ninth-inning grand
slam to blow Friday's series
opener.
Ayala blew a 5-4 lead in the
seventh, and Fossas allowed a
double to the only batter he
faced.
Elsewhere in the AL, it was:
New York 7, Oakland 5; Baltimore 6, Detroit 3; Anaheim 12,
Cleveland 1; Tampa Bay 4, Chicago 1; Texas 3, Toronto 1; and
Minnesota 7, Kansas City 2.

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
Lou Piniella didn't want to
name names. So here they are:
Paul Spoljaric, Bobby Ayala,
Mike Timlin, Tony Fossas and
Heathcliff Slocumb.
Seattle's bullpen blew another
game in Boston on Sunday as Jim
Leyriu hit a game-tying homer
and Reggie Jefferson singled in
the winning run in the ninth inning, giving the Red Sox an 8-7
win over the Mariners.
"I'm not going to knock anybody," Piniella said. "These
guys are giving the effort, and it
will get better."
It can't get much worse. Then
again, Seattle's relievers have
this blown save business down to
a science. They blew 27 last year
and gave away Friday's game deiws%sws_ __444rWA'AMA.,

Holland Tire Co.
mutual to mucat aINDON,
ON soot mi.
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Sundsy's Gems.
Montreal 4, Chicago Cubs 1
Atlanta 3, Pilitava 2
Pittsburgh 7, Florida 3
N V Mats 6, Milwaukee 4
Cinonnat 10, Colorado 4
San Diego 4. Anzona 2
San Francisco 2, St Louis 1
Los Angeles 7 Houston 6 10 innings
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Charlotte 88. Detroit 86
Seattle 103, Houston 95
Atlanta 91. Washington 81
New Jersey 116, Toronto 109
Indiana 93, Boston 87
Phoenix 129. Vancouver 106
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Toronto at New Jersey. 6 30 p m
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L A Lakers at Dallas. 7 30 p in
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1 41
62 2
10
8 6
Denver

Atlanta

Montreal
Florida

GB

Pm
636
600
545
273
063

rfrie

Open Saturdays Until Noon

4.1:s1

NBA STANDINGS

he. Yon,
Phi aoetionia

National Losigu•
East Di..,en
W
'
4
6
4
6
5
3
8
1
11
Central Division
W
L
8
4

3.51:71-

East Main • 753-5606

19

Amencan League
All Ten's COT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Baltimore
9
2
108 New York
6
4
600 2k
Tampa Bay
6
4
600
2,5
Boston
6
5
545
3
Toronto
4
7
364 5
Centre' Dimmest
W
L. Pct, GB
C WM-and
8
2
801 Minnesota
6
5
545
2'n
Chicago
4
6
400 4
Kansas Gay
4
7
364
4',4
Detroit
3
7
300 5
Woe* Chrome
W
I. Pct. GB
Texas
6
4
600 Anaheim
6
5
545
Seattle
3
8
273
14
Oakland
2
7
222
3',S
Sunday's Comte
Baltimore 6. Detroit 3
Anaheim 12. Cleveland 1
&won 8. Sewn* 7
NY Yankees 7, Oakisnd 5
Texas 3, Toronto 1
Minnesota 7, Xmases City 2
Tampa Bay 4, Chicago White Sox 1
Monday s Game*
Oakland (Rogers 1-0) al Boston (Saberhagen
1-01, 505 pm
Seattle (CiouCle 1-0) at Cleveland (Burba 1-11,
605 pm.
liAnnesola (Hawkins 0-1) at Tampa Bay (Arrolo
1-1). 605 pm
Anaheim (Hill 2-0) at NY Yankees (Wells 1-11,
635 pm
Toronto 04entgen 1-0) at Kansas City (Rusch
0-2), 705 pm
Detroit (Moehler 0-1) at Texas (Wel 0-01 7 35
pm
Tusedsy's Games
Oakland (Haynes 1-0) at Boston (Henry 0-C)
5 05 p m
Seattle (Swift 1-0) at Cleveland (Knytla 1-01 605
pm
lAnnescita (Racks 1-1) at Tampa Bay (Spnngei
1-03 605 pm
Chicago White Sox (Eyre 0-1) at Baltimore (Key
1-01. 605 p m
Anaheim (McDowell 1-11 at N V Yankees (lrabu
0-0), 6 35 p m
Toronto (Guzman 0-2) at Kansas City (Rapp
0-01. 705 pm
Detroit (Sanders 0-1) at Texas (Sete 2-0), 735
pm

753-8355
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Nobody can protect your

AUTO
any better than
we can!

State Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock
andSuiter „3-341,
211 S. 12th St.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY • (502) 674-5530

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Seattle's bullpen woes continue

Murray, KY

FROM PAGE 8

The Insurance Center
of Murray

MASTERS SCORES

BRIEFS

FROM

SCOREBOARD

•O'Meara...

Sports
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, CAR (12220)
2 CAR ('820)
LARGE 2 CAR (220:')
2' , CAR (2404)
LARGE 2' CAR (241130)

5407S
53 725
55 125
55 225
55,925

YOUR S4TISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER

The Swingingist Place in Town
18 Exciting Holes
110-200 Yards
Bent Grass Green

Public Welcome
Par 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3 18 Holes....$5
Weekends & Holidays
Holes
9
$5 18 Holes....$8
Golf Carts
9 Holes $3 18 Holes....$6
Rental Sets
$1
,n•j Dri% ing Range
$2
a
J Miniature Golf
$2
Softball & Baseball
Batting Cages
500
502-753-1152
11y 6411 tutu
Skatitiv, Rink - I Mile

1111111

01eNt

Murray. KY
PGA Teaciii4Pmk•sion.11
(;nit 1.cssim. s20

41o ultp
1kVidtoe 40
et-eam ae
A Private Gentlemen's Club
•
•
•

•
•

B.Y.O.B.
40 ft. Stage 20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class Sound and
Light System

•
•

18 and up

Open For Lunch
SOON
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Hours 7 p.m. - 3 a.m.

•
•

Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965
• *

10
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Thompson selected finalist

FiriG11
1 0111fAcirl
As your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer
Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes. Up to $300 TODAY1

Just bring cinver s license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check
Save more ante' Start your MoneyPlace CasAAdvance
by Phtose'
WHAT A PLACE' nit MoneyPlace
CONS! in Today! 5-11 Mon.-Fri

The
MoneyPlace
5L3-A Se. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

at the big bold bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign

8/bopping Plaza
Mayfield. KY
(502) 261.2600

925 Broadway
Padacak, KY
(MG) 575-2900

1203 B. Ury
Union City, TN
(WI) 1166-7500

CATHY DIAN THOMPSON

SUPPORT OUR LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS

CALL COLWELL BANKER
THIS IS NO COMPROMISE - Six bedroom contemporary is for you! Masterful attention to detail includes
oak staircase and master suite with courtyard. The
crowning touch is state of the art kitchen. Country
living, just minutes from Murray. Call Renee at 7592523. #7000201

GROUND FLOOR ENTRANCE - Both up and down.
Must see this exquisite home.Over 4,000 square feet of
perfectly maintained space for under $180,000.00.Call
us for this exclusive listing. #7000205

CONTEMPORARY HOME, CLOSE TO TOWN!
Built for a comfortable lifestyle, this home features
three bedrooms, 2'h baths. Cathedral ceilings add
distinction to the spacious living room. Dining room
features one of a kind custom light fixtures. Split floor
plan for added privacy. Call today 753-1651.

BURSTING AT THE SEAMS? Roominess is the
number in this lovely two story. Nearly new, three
bedroom,two bath with upstairs playroom for the kids.
Situated on 21/2 acres just South of town. Call Renee,
today for your tour. #7000204

Cathy Dian Thompson CPS has
been selected by the Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International — the Association for
Offic.e Professionals (PSI) as a
finalist for the 1998 "Secretary of
the Year."
Thompson is employed in the
sales department of Ryan Foods
Company, as administrative assistant to Tom Yates, vice president of
sales.
Prior to joining the staff of Ryan
Foods, she was employed in the
purchasing department of Murray
State University as a buyer's assistanL
Since joining the Murray Chapter
ofPSI in April of 1994,she has been

very active and has served the
organization in various positions
such as recording secretary, treasurer and corresponding secretary.
Currently, she is serving as recording secretary and chair of the
publicity committee and co-chair of
the program and tabloid committees. In addition,she haschaired and
panicipated as a member of numerous committees at the chapter level.
Thompson is a graduate of Marshall County High School and has
earned an associate of arts and the
bachelor of science in business
degrees from Murray State University. She obtained the designation as
Certified Professional Secretary

LOTSA ROOM, LOTSA ROOM - 5 bedrooms plus
office, exercise room, gigantic family room. Vent free
gas fireplace, central gas heat and c/e air. All this and
more with private city location. Call today for this great
family home. #7000224

440 ACRE FARM, near golf course and lake. COMMERCIAL 5.25 Acres on Hwy. 121 North, 5125,0()O.
12TH STREET COMMERCIAL lot available, 5225,000. SUBDIVISION LOTS, near lake $3,500 and up.
PRIME MINI TRACTS, 5 acres+, $16,000 up. LAKEFRONT LOT, Leisure Acres. 585.000. KING
RICHARD DRIVE, lots 18K-21K. CLAYTON CREEK SUBDIVISION, restricted lots, $8,900 up.
STRAWBERRY FIELDS lots available.

COLDWELL
BANKeit CI
Woods & Associates
502-753-1651

MAKING REAL ESTATE REAL EASY.TM
414 South 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-1651 • (800) 455-1651

C1997 (
well Ranker Corporation. An Equal Opportunity Company a 891111 Musing Oppanity. Sons Offices Indepedenly Olarad and
Operand In Co., Each Office r an Independently Owned and Operand Mcsnbet Broker of Caldwell Banker Affiliates of Carsda

By ERIC R. QUINONES
AP Business Writer
NationsBank Corp. and BankAmerica Corp. are merging in a
$59.3 billion deal to create a
coast-to-coast banking giant, and
Banc One Corp. is combining
with First Chicago NBD Corp. in
a $29.8 billion union to create the
dominant bank in the Midwest.
The two megamergers announced today follow last week's
planned union of banking giant
Citicorp and brokerage and insurer Travelers Group, which has
pressured other financial companies to accelerate their
consolidation.
The
NationsBankBankAmerica merger would be
the second-largest corporate marriage ever behind the planned
$76.4 billion Citicorp-Travelers
union, which would form the nation's largest financial services
company.
NationsBank, based in Charlotte, N.C., has its strength across
the nation's South and midsection. BankAmerica spreads east
from its San Francisco base.
Together they will have $570 billion in assets, making it the na-

tion's biggest bank ahead of
Chase Manhattan Corp.
The combined bank, which will
take the BankAmerica name, will
operate in 22 states. It will have
4,800 branches and 15,000 automated teller machines.
"We've built a truly national
franchise with this ideal partnership," said BankAmerica chairman and chief executive David
Coulter, who will become president of the combined bank.
The banks have 180,000 employees and the merger will eliminate 5,000 to 8,000 positions,
according to early estimates, said
BankAmerica spokesman Mike
Zampa.
The Banc One-First Chicago
combination will create the fifth;
largest banking company in terms
of assets, at $230 billion: The
company will retain the name of
Columbus, Ohio-based Banc One
but will have its headquarters in
Chicago.
The new Banc One will have
more than 2,000 branches and
9,150 ATMs. The companies said
the expense of job cuts and other
merger-related costs will reduce
its earnings by $1.25 billion.

THE $50 YMCA REJOINER
FEE IS WAIVED FOR APRIL!
CALL 759-YMCA OR 753-4295

SIGN-UP A FRIEND...GET A Y SHIRT!

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon -Fri. 7-5,

Great Selection,

Great Tires,

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
90 Days Same As Cash
(Mtn

approved anlit)

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray .733-1111
Owner' GarraId Boyd

Connecting You To The World!
We will be working on the system
in the areas below the line.
"•

MURRAY

CABLECONANA

T

(CPS) in December of 1997.
Thompson is the daughter of
Shirley Estes of Benton and Tom
Henderson of Jasper,Tenn. Thompson and her husband.Gary,reside in
Benton. They have one daughter,
Chloe, who is 6 years old.
The recipient of the 1998 "Secretary of the Year" will be announced
at the Murray Chapter's Executive
Night Banquet which will be held
April 20 in the Curris Center at
Murray State University.
For more information about Professional Secretaries International
or the Executive Night Banquet,
individuals may contact Jama Galloway at 762-1655.
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Bank megamergers announced

AMNESTY MONTH
FRIENDLY FAMILY HOUSE - B-I-G two story
house has room for kids, storage, hobbies and
entertaining. Two living areas, 4 bedrooms and 3 full
baths. Also has 13 stall stock barn,fenced and pond on
5.5 acres. Call Renee 759-2523. #7000221

TI

YOUR LOCAL CONNECTION TO THE WORLII:
• "'Z'•

We're upgrading our cable system to a
fiber optic broadband network.
This system will provide you with
enhanced signal reliability, improved
picture quality and new choices.

Sy

They did not provide specific
numbers for jobs to be
eliminated.
The mergers speed up the already rapid makeover of the nation's banking industry as Congress is trying to remove
Depression-era barriers that block
banks from getting fully into the
insurance and brokerage
businesses.
Like the Citicorp-Travelers
deal, the mergers announced today will combine banking and investment services such as mutual
funds.
BankAmerica and NationsBank
both purchased investment firms
last year to broaden their options.
BankAmerica acquired Robertson
Stephens & Co., while NationsBank took over Montgomery Securities. Banc One and First Chicago also have money management businesses.
NationsBank chairman and
CEO Hugh McColl, 62, will lead
the new bank after the merger
with BankAmerica and retain his
principal offices in Charlotte,
N.C. Coulter, 50, is expected to
succeed McColl, the companies
said.
Under McColl's leadership,
NationsBank has become the
third-biggest banking company
through aggressive acquisitions,
such as tbe takeovers of Barnett
Banks Inc. and Boatmen's Bancshares since January 1997. It has
5310 billion in assets.
In the Banc One-First Chicago
merger, John McCoy, chairman
and CEO of Banc One, will become president and CEO.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
supernatural romance of "City of
Angels" soared over the marooned "Lost in Space" and "Titanic" sunk further down the box
office bestsellers over the holiday
weekend, according to industry
estimates.
In "City of Angels," Nicolas
Cage stars as an angel who must
choose between immortality or
human life when he falls in love
with a heart surgeon, played by
Meg Ryan. The film earned $16.1
million in ticket sales.
"Lost in Space," based on the
campy 1960s television series,
dropped to second place with
$13.6 million, a week after its debut derailed the 15-week run of
"Titanic" as North America's
No. 1 film.
"Titanic" still continued to
draw moviegoers, grossing $8.7
million for third place in its 17th
week of release, according to estimates released Sunday from Exhibitor Relations Co., Inc.
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Hour

Service
• We will not need to enter your home.
• During this time, you may experience some interruptions
in service. We will not interrupt service on weekends or
holidays.
• ALL SERVICE WILL BE RESTORED EACH DAY
BEFORE 5:00 P.M.

753-5005

Call
if you have any questions or concerns
or visit our wehsite
http://campus.murraystate.edukablecomm

This area (below the line) includes
Node "C", "II", "I 6 1"
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TOWING... :
It's our job
to keep you

GOING!
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Thumb pickers announce Hall of Fame
DRAKCSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Chet Atkins and Grandpa Jones
were among those honored during
the first National Thumb Picker
Hall of Fame induction
ceremony.
The event also saw the enshrinement of Mose Rager, Merle
Travis, Kennedy Jones, Ike Everly and Arnold Schultz. Travis,
Rager, Everly and Jones are considered the four legends among
thumb pickers.
Eddie Pennington, president of
the National Thumb Pickers Hall
of Fame, said the ceremony Saturday began a new era in picking
history, adding that the induction
gala will become an annual event.
Tommy Flynn, a Muhlenberg
County native who now lives in
Nashville, is a self-taught guitarist who says he grew up in Ra-

ger's barbershop as a teen-ager,
learning all that the master could
show him. He has written more
than 30 books about guitar artists.
"Thumb picking is like having
a full orchestra in your arms,"
said Flynn, who considers Travis
the greatest guitarist who ever
lived. "You can play all the parts
yourself with one instrument."
Pat Travis Eatherly remembered her father fondly. She said
one of her most cherished memories was in 1948 when her family
came back to Drakesboro for
Merle Travis Day. It was right after he wrote and recorded his first
big hit, "Smoke, Smoke, Smoke
That Cigarette."
"The mayor gave him the key
to the city," she said. "It was
this big gold key and I got to
hold it for a few minutes."

System's problems
continue in Virginia
RICHMOND, Va.(AP) — Virdecreased from 1,100 hours per
ginia's $700 million mental
month in July 1996 to fewer than
health system is scrambling to re200 hours in December 1997, acstore public confidence after the
cording to a report the hospital
deaths of three patients at state
filed with a state patients' rights
minal hospitals in a little more
agency.
than two years.
The hospital also changed its
At Central State Hospital in
former policy allowing restraints
Petersburg, a patient lay flat on
to be used as punishment. Now
her back, bound hand and foot, they're used only for patients
for hundreds of hours before she
who are a danger to themselves
died.
or others.
At another Virginia psychiatric
At Western State Hospital in
hospital, a patient died after the
Staunton, patient records obhospital failed to treat her despite
tained by the AP show nothing
her complaints and warnings
was done for Maura K. Patten befrom family that she was dying. tween July 3, 1997, when her sisNow the system is under scruter told the hospital that Ms. Pattiny by the U.S. Justice Departten feared she was dying, and
ment, the media, and harsh criticJuly 7, when she was found dead
ism by patient advocacy groups. in her bed.
The state Cabinet secretary reA wheezing Ms. Patten, 41,
sponsible for the mental health
had called her family and said
system vowed last month to raise
she was not allowed to carry her
confidence in the system and iminhaler even though she had
prove patients' rights protections.
nearly died from respiratory fai"Human rights is a very critilure three years earlier.
cal issue. We don't want the feds
At the same hospital, Carl
continuing to come into Virginia
McCloskey claimed his son, John
and tell us how to run our faciliMcCloskey, 19, was sodomized
ties," Claude A. Allen said.
with a broom-like handle so savThe Justice Department has
agely by staff that his bowel was
been investigating Virginia's
tom and his liver was punctured.
mental hospitals since 1990 for
The teen-ager became.violently
what it says is inadequate patient
ill at the mental hospital and
care that has'led to dangerous,
lapsed into a coma, dying 14
sometimes life-threatening
months later.
situations.
Western State Hospital has
Lawsuits were settled last sumstrongly denied the charges.
mer in cases involving Eastern
State Hospital, Northern Virginia
Mental Health Institute and
Northern Virginia Training Center, which cares for the mentally
retarded.
Laurie M. Flynn of the National Alliance for the Mentally
III said no state had more federal
mental health investigations as
Virginia.
"It's a remarkable sign of the
relatively poor quality," she said.
Qlopria Huntley, a patient at
Central State Hospital, died in
June 1996 after lying in restraints
for 300 hours, including two
stretches of nearly 110 hours
straight, as punishment for outbursts against staff.
A memo written a year earlier
by hcr former doctor and obtained by The Associated Press
warned that restraints could kill
Ms. Huntley because she suffered
from asthma and epilepsy.
The Justice Department sharply
rebuked the Petersburg hospital
in July 1997, accusing it of failing to protect the rights of Ms.
Huntley, 31, and other patients by
subjecting them to abuse, inadequate care and even death.
The state mental health commissioner resigned two months
later. The hospital chief was
transferred and Virginia is now
spending millions of dollars to
fix problems there.
The amount of time it held patients in seclusion and restraints

Travis put the key away and
may have forgotten about it. His
daughter never forgot about it
and years later during a father
and daughter talk she confided
how much she wanted it.
"He brought it to me and when
he handed it to me, I realized it
was a key carved out of a piece
of wood and sprayed with gold
paint," she said. "It didn't look
like it did when I was 8 years
old."
Others recalled Shultz as a
black guitarist who first influenced Jones and later had an
impact on the stylings of Mose,
Everly and Travis.
Dr. Bill Lightfoot, a Madisonville High School graduate who
now teaches at Appalachian State
University in North Carolina, believes Shultz learned his techniques from black musicians in
the 1920s and '30s.

Using the thumb and fingers to
play is a common technique used
with African instruments like the
korta and the bania, he said, adding that the bania is similar to
the American banjo.
"When slaves were brought to
this country they were forbidden
to have musical instruments and
they made instruments out of
whatever they could find,"
Lightfoot said. " Those- instruments usually required the use of
the thumb and fingers."
Lightfoot said he believes that
early African-American musicians started what is known today
as thumb picking by playing Ragtime pieces on the guitar rather
than on the piano.
"The Cannonball Rag is the
national anthem of thumb pickers," he said. "It's to the thumb
picker what the 'Wildwood
Flower' is to Mae Bell Carter,"
Lightfoot said.
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CALL KEN DARNELL
753-1933 or 498-8142
Cell Phone 559-2018
Free Estimates * Always The "Ica Price

Spring Specials Are Here at
Peppers Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac
1998 Chevrolet S10 LS
Stock #98248
\

'2* AM&
*
159 /Mo./36 Month Lease/0 Down Payment

Due at Lease Signing
0 Down Payment
0 Security Deposit
$159 1st Mo. Payment

1998 Chevrolet Lumina
Stock #98203

11P,P1eI 4.03itik'

Adli
.

Back In Action
and
Up To Par

Headache

with Chiropractic Care...

..-:-;
---,

Due at Lease Signing
0 Down Payment
0 Security Deposit
$294.38 1st Mo. Payment

1998 Chevrolet Cavalier
Stock #98032

a

759-8000

•Convenient Hours
*Caring Staff
*Same Day Appointments .
*Insurance Claims Processed
*Open Mon.-Fri., Sat. By Appt.

1210 Johnson Blvd.• Murray

$13 14oo*
52

1998 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
Stock #98193

4ilIAII.41
IL;111%.

Peel & Holland Inc. of Murray
will be servicing policies
from the following companies:

$17 10oo*
59

1998 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Stock #98180
. -ai
g gn

a

Most Major Brands

-Brake Service
-Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S. 12tk I Five Points
759-2265 759-1529
We Honor
Competitors Coupons
Professional Lubrication for
your car. :ruck, motor home

,
$1

7 33oo* ..,„.2..
59

1998 Oldsmobile Intrigue
Stock #98166

Travelers
Kentucky National
Preferred Risk/Guidant
Kentucky Employers Mutual

If you are a current policyholder of one of the
companies listed and have not received written
notification of this change, please call
Peel & Holland Inc. of Murray at

.„

•

Effective April 1, 1998

Ohio Casualty
Meridian Insurance
Maryland Casualty
Redland Insurance

,

'29438*/Mo./36 Month Lease/0 Down Payment

B Scott Foster, D.C.
)/?

Ross Insurance Agency Announces
The Closing Of Their Insurance Agency
Effective April 1, 1998.

.10 Minute Oil Change

Want A
Really Green,
Weed-Free Lawn,
Rich and
Bealaiful?

Pro

ATTENTION

lotiiAJB

11

—.
5--...',
-

$20 73oo*
96

1998 Chevrolet Blazer LS 4x4
.-

Stock #98368
.

,ia

'
rnit

(502) 759-9722

4..

0

$24 42oo*
59

IWIC11 Maikitegiono.
of Murray
201 N. 5th St. • Murray • 759-9722
(After April 17, 1998)
Suite #104 Walnut Plaza • 104 N. 5th St. • Murray

GrlautdmAkaidaulimkacututist.Lti*lith.aolil

Pt-Pftit-/ecc
2420 E. Wood St.. Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
(Zi Oldsmobile
•Ail prices and pdyment 1.no! in. :Lide tax. MN? P. 1,,
deadlines, some vehicles may rilrealy hn crid

1
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL.
t

‘'.•.111..1111) Al) RATES
Inv
vt,

WS Celsius lath, OW Dimmest 2a4 Roe, 60% Masai 3rd Rue
(An 3 Ark Mass Raw Wsakass 6 Day Penal.)
52 25 per column inch cure for Tuesday (Shops:mg Guide).
Reader Ads

Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

30s pa word,$6 CO muumuu la day 64 pa word pa day far each 'Ottoman consecuuve
$200 ea ix•for Shoppw (Toes , Classafieds go into Shopping Guide )$2.00 extra for blind boa ads

=I Just Say "Charge It"
010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

320
330
340
360
365
370
380

Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
25 wd. max.
$7.50
1 Insertion

390
400
420
430
435
440

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 Insertion

445

National Rates

450

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010
Logal
*doe

010

020

Legal
Notice
NOTICE

The Murray Electric System is now accepting bid proposals for General Liability Insurance Requirements for Fiscal Year 1999.
If your firm desires to offer a quotation,
detailed specifications may be obtained at
the Murray Electric System business office,
located at 4th & Olive Streets, in Murray,
Kentucky. Sealed bids are due on June 17,
1998.

ORDINANCE NUMBER 98-1142

An ordinance enacting and adopting a supplement to the code ofordinances of the city
of Murray, Kentucky.
Adopted by the City Council on 04/09/98
s/s Wm. N. Cherry
William N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Summary prepared by: Wm. Donald
Overbey, Attorney

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-tree local claim sen.,ceBIBLE Message 759-5177
MULCH at McKnight &
Sons Sawmill, now open
on Saturdays 7am 12pm
502-753 5305
050
Lost
And Found
FOUND Volvo keys Cal
753-4051 & identify
060

ORDINANCE NUMBER 98-1138

Help
Wanted

An ordinance increasing the salary for the
mayor of the city of Murray

AVON- $8 $20/hr No doo
to door Easy methods
Quick Cash' 'Bonuses
1-800-296-0139 ind,s1s
rep

Adopted by the City Council on 04/09/98
s/s Wm. N. Cherry
William N. Cherry, Mayor

Domestic
& Childcare

Want
To Buy

ELECTRONICS SALES! A
CAREER POSITION FOR
THE RIGHT PERSON. DUTIES WILL INCLUDE
SALES AND CUSTOMER
INFORMATION IN ELECTRONICS IN MURRAY'S
FINEST ELECTRONICS
SHOWROOM. GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE OF AUDIO,
VIDEO, SATELLITE SYSTEMS, HOME THEATER,
BUSINESS AND RESIDENTIAL TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS, CELLULAR,
PAGERS, ALARMS AND
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
OF RETAIL ELECTRONICS. SALES PROFESSIONALS ONLY NEED
APPLY. PREVIOUS RETAIL ELECTRONICS
SALES EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. CALL MONDAY
THRU FRIDAY 10-4 FOR
APPOINTMENT. MURRAY TELEPHONE AND
ELECTRONICS 753-7567.

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759 9553

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Cal
753-9433

MURRAY Calloway Co
Parks & Rec accepting applications for certified life
guards at 900 Payne St
Wage depending on
experience
OTR Driver, home on
weekend 898 3299

CLEANING houses is my
specialty Dependable
5hrs house cleaning for
$20 Call Becky. 759-4134
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lon
474-8340
SENIORS need TLC tool
10 year experienced caregiver can give that to your
loved one $6 an hour References available Call
753-2637 ask for Brenda
SITTER For Elderly Have
references & experience
Light cleaning Reasonable
rates 767-0387
WILL babysit in my home in
Hazel area 492-8548
WILL clean houses Reasonable rates references
437-4064
HOME or office cleaning
Regular visits or one time
only Reasonable rates
Call 762-4769

100
Business
Opportunity

PAINTERS Black's Decor-

CABLE Television Techni- ating Center of Murray. KY
cian A large, local cable is recruiting for exper
Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
television operation is ienced painters $9 00 per
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
seeking an honest and hour to start with opportuni
highly motivated individual ties for advancement and
Well establishd
Summary prepared by: Wm. Donald
to serve as technician in the benefits Affordable group
Overbey, Attorney
child care center in
Marshall County area Must health insurance available
have a good driving record Interested persons should
a prime location.
and good organization leave voice mail message
020
020
Full of equipment,
skills with ability to follow by calling 502-759-8609
directions Good starting No walk-in applications ac
Notice
Notice
love and children.
salary and excellent bene- cepted Equal Opportunity
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's HOUSE of Clothes Open fits package To apply, sub- Employer
See & Sew 753-6981
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5 mit resume to Mediacom,
Nice consignment clothing 90 Main Street, Benton, KY SALES- CEMETERY Be
for more info.
FREE Pregnancy Tests $1 00 Buys mens, wo- 42025 Mediacom is an one of the highest paid in
Shown by
Lifehouse 753-0700
America Call 11am 4pm
mens, childrens jeans, EOE
Mon-Sat, 753-2971
sweaters sweat shirts, CHURCH
appointmen
t only.
Administrative
MISTER Mattress is going dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
TOO Many Bills Not
Secretary
•
Requires
excelout of business All inven- left on 464, 5 miles Call
lent computer skills, double Enough Money" Call
tory must go, 759-3890
489-2243 or 753-6981
entry bookkeeping, ac- 1-800-229-0565 9am to
counts receivable, ac- 9pm EST Mon to Fri/ 10am FOR Rent Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
counts payable and payroll to 6pm Sat and Sun
space or convert to office
PUBLIC NOTICE
experience, as well as gen- WAITRESSES
and
eral office skills Full-time Dancers wanted Doll space 12th & Story street,
Murray 12ft overhead
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
position Vacation'sick day House Cafe, 5500+ weekly
door Contact Nathan at
a public hearing on Tuesday, April 21, 1998
benefits Resume with re- 901 642-4297
502 575-6200
at 7:00 p.m. in the conference room at the
ferences
must be received WOMEN Aware,
Chamber of Commerce to set zoning for a
Inc
LARGE -Rampage" style
needs
by April 15th Send to PO
21.74 acre tract of land located at 1703 S.
Box 1040-F, Murray KY a victims advocate in the water slide for sale to move,
Murray outreach office
12th Street that was recently annexed into
or lease on site near Ken
42071.
Applicants must have a ba
tucky Lake 502-362-4477
the city limits of Murray.
COMPUTER Users chelor degree in any huNeeded Work own hrs
man service field plus 2
All interested persons are invited to attend
120
$ 20K $ 75 lc/yr
years experience Send reand participate in this meeting.
1-800 348 7186 x 486
sume to Women Aware,
Computers
If further information is needed, please
Inc PO Box 98, Paducah,
CONSERVATION KY 42002 Position
contact the Department of Planning and
will be 486 COMPUTER
CAREERS Forest ran
$300
filled immediately
Engineering at 762-0374.
obo 753 3280
gers, game wardens main
tenance etc No exp
John Peck, Chairman
necessary Now hiring For
Murray Planning Commission
info call 1-800 280-9769
ext 7159 8am 10pm 7
Linda Macha, Planning Supervisor
days
Planning & Engineering
DETECTIVE PRIVATE In
vestigator Trainees Good
Wages 502 327-4965
PUBLIC NOTICE
EARN $1,000s weekly
Stuffing envelopes No exFull-time position available for inperience Send self
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
dividual
with paralegal training.
addressed stamped enve
a public hearing on Tuesday, April 21, 1998
Must
have strong computer skills,
lope to New Beginning
at 7:00 p.m. in the conference room at the
Dept209 301 East 5th Ave
organization skills, and be well
Chamber of Commerce on a Planned DeveSuite 112 Corsicana
lopment Project located at 1507 Poplar
versed in Kentucky criminal law.
Texas 75110
Street. This project consists of two buildings
Please
mail cover letter, resume
containing sorority meeting rooms for the
ESTABLISHED expanding
and/or
transcri
MSU Foundation. The proposed project site
pt to: Resume, P.O.
CPA firm needs exper
is zoned R-4 (Multi-family Residential).
Box 921, Murray, KY 42071.
penced, ambitious CPA
Please send resumes to
PO Box 1040 S, Murray
Plans for this project are on file in the offices
KY 42071
of Planning and Engineering and may be
reviewed between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
JOURNEYMEN & apprenROUTE SALES OPPORTUNITY
Monday through Friday before the hearing
tice ductwork installers for We're a $3.8 billion industry leader looking for four key
date.
commercial & residential manager trainees to market our highly successful product
applications Paid holidays line in the local area
If you have any questions concerning this
& vacation 435-4699
Must thrive on independence be highly competitive, enjoy
project, contact the planning office at 762the lifestyle of an entrepreneur and possess a strong desire
LIFEGUA
RDS,
Oaks
0374.
Country Club Pick up ap
to be successful We offer,
plications at the Pro Shop 'Life health. dental & disability insurance
John Peck, Chairman
and return by 4/22/98
• Paid training guaranteed income to start
Murray Planning Commission
• Potential to earn unlimited income and growth with a
NOW accepting applica
company on the move
• Established accounts
Butch Seargent, Director
tions at BreelyS for days &
CALL
TODAY
753-5986
Planning & Engineering
- 10 am to 6 pm
nights Anytime 437-4117
Please apply inside
ASK FOR JOSH JOHNSON

FOR SALE

Call 753-5258

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely taientad
& successful in home closers
$45,000 + Per Year
Major benefits Company supplied pre-set appointment.
No credit refusals Company seining. Hours worked
days & evenings

Articles
For Salo

2 PIECE living room group,
$15/week Call 753-4663

WASHER/

Call If you are serious
about a career & are wiling ID WOOS TM TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people who only want to earn $300-$400 per week
and that don't want to wolt• Call between 11-4 lam -Sat

OCL1 _SCIripA FARM & HOME

$19 95/week
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502-759-8153
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Cars,
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Warm% -CcitIou,as Counts ilo.spstal a leader in
prol uhrut qualas health«in. in Western
Aentin ks and *Sorthur,s1 rennessee announces
the lOthal au? joh ,cpenunts

For details contact:
Human Resources
(502) 782-1108

COMPLETE beauty shop
equipment(nice) Couch by
Krohler, brown naugehyde
leather look, $80 Cannonball queen waterbed, $75
753-0289 please call between 8 30am-7 30pm

511

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

pkir 5tr,.,1 • \IIIrr.it

kt 1.2f). I

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL r%, 7534916
,......,.
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services

C

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
DavId Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

Doer lour Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE

SUPPLEMENT
Commercial Wast
e
)
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
Disposal
does nopsy.S760on Part A;S I 90on Pan B. Call me for

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment A Complete Brake Service,
SMUT and Shocks etc.

more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

121 Park 'N' Sell
121 By Pass

s2Wiic
arf:t
His7
1
:
ei
4

753-3985 rraweagerdit7
"

TAX SHOP)

1

PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECIALIST - Full time Baccalaureate degree in Public Relations, Journalism, or related field. Proficient in layout and design.
Able to produce written and photographic material
includes responsibility for special events. WordPerfect and Pagemaker Software Programs is very
helpful. Must be able to use a word processor at 40
WMP rate.

Home
Furnishings

753-4668

SMALL
753-02(

(Next to Big Lots)

Call

160

615 B
Southold(' Shopping Center

180

Orscheln Farm & Home
700-A N. 12th St.
Murray, KY

iDial-A-Service

(insured

gon con

A midwest based retail farm store has
immediate openings for full-time, part-time,
and temporary help. Duties include a variety
of responsibilities, customer service, freight
handling and sales. Orscheln specializes in
farm supplies, hardware, pets, automotive,
clothing, lawn and garden.
Apply at:

1E1

FOR rent 5 Acres and
29.100 Dark Fired tobacco
base J L Valentine, Pu
ryear, TN 901-642-0634 or
901 642 0691

SOFA
bona! F

dryer,

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil Laced
&pearls, size 8, $500 obo
Appliances
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00
KENMORE washer &
dryer, 70's Series, heavy
BABY bed $25,(2) hide-a- duty plus.
Small size
bed couches $50 each, LP for apartment or small ideal
gas clothes dryer $50. (2) ily Call 759-4272 famafter
bedroom suites Phone 6pm
753-4268

ses,3mos old Girls size
4&5, brand name clothes
Little Tyke toys 492-8750

SLEEPI
arm cf
urepedi

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-3261

753-4663

BUNK beds with mattres-

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Maly Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

FOR Sale For handicapped New shower
bench, lift mechanism for
CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old chair, walker & quad-cane
Call 753-1578 after 6pm
or new 753-7185
MOWERS, Money- back
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis- guarantee 753-8292
tols Benson Sporting OFFSET printing press,
Goods, 519 S 12th, Hamada Star 500qt, air
Murray
feed, $12500. 489-2154,
COLLECTIBLES & Anti- 901-253-7837.
ques We buy 1 or whole PROM DRESSES: Black
estates Call 753-3633
w/sequins, size 9/10. Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
TOP Prices Paid For SIM 11/12. Both worn one
Standing Timber. 30yrs Ex- time only. Call 753-0943
perience. Master Logger after 4.30pm.
Degree. Class A Rating REMODELING Sale:
Insured Swift Logging & Washer/ dryer, couch/ loveLumber, 931-232-7978 seat, 85,000 BTU LP gas
Work, 931-232-7404 floor furnace, entertainHome Jerry Swift, Owner. ment center, bookshelves,
WANTED Riding mowers corner china cabinet, cor& 4-wheelers that need ner N cabinet & tv, dresser,
wall heaters (2), kitchen
work 436-2867
base cabinets (10ft),
WANT to buy old western electric stove, bathroom
saddle Call 759-9215 ask vanity & medicine cabinet,
for Ellen Leave message if doors, windows, storm winno one answers
dows, satellite dish & reWANT to buy Bare land, ceiver & 14' trampoline.
759-8250 or 753-5034.
cash paid 502-759-1922
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Cov150
ers 36 inches, many colors
Articles
Economy Metal & Supply
For Sale
Co 489-2722
2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Pana- TREK 850 mountain bike,
excellent condition. Call
sonic camcorder
753-8197.
753-6348, after 3pm,

GE1P4SOLD
PARALEGAL SECRETARY

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

OAK dir
leaves,
before
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less fit
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set Gc
759 83'

460 Homes For Sale

150

Help
Wanted

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale

1d0

070

Deadline
Day & Time
rl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Iton.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Publish Day
y
Tuesday
Wednesday Thursday
Friday
Saturday

=
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WM to Watery Log

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

9
753.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

27n

255

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Mobile
How Las Fee Real

Apartments
Foe Rent

Apartments
For Rent

Livestock
& Supplies

Lots
Foe Sais

KING size waterbed mat
tress Sealy waterpedic
with liner $50 Glass top
oval shaped coffee table
$50 759 9676

14X65 2BR 1 bath gas
heat Set up in Riviera Lot
899 Nice place 759-4782
ask for Steve

28R duplex, all kitchen appliances wfd, central h/a
No pets, $380imo plus deposit 753-6022

5BR 3 baths Jacuzzi tub
fireplace inground swim
ming pool $850/mo plus
deposit Call 753 5870

1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br 2 baths appliances
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice 753 9866

5 MILES south on 121
Furnished 1br, water furnished, reference & deposit
required
$230/mo
436-2884

BEAUTIFULLY decorated
3br, 2 bath home on the
outskirts of town Has hardwood floors No pets Re
ferences required Call
753-7463

AT Stud No Bucks Dad by
Daddy Warbucks SI 97 out
of Billy Gates SI 95 mare
Double bred Joak A0HA
Incentive Fund Fee $300
Peggy Atkins, New Providence, 492-8572

Y. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592

OAK dinette set 6 chairs 2
leaves $495 767-0237
before 9pm

COACH Estates, Fox Meadows manufactured home
community Exclusive residential neighborhood with
city police, fire protection
$95/mo includes city water/
sewer trash pick up South
16th at Canterbury
753 3855

SLEEPER sofa & matching
arm chair Seally Post
urepedic king size mattress
set Good condition Call
759 8318
SOFA three piece sec
Donal Plus glass top octa
gon coffee table 492-8764
180
Lawn 8
Garden
SMALL Engine Repair Cal
753-0260
190
Farm
Equipment
3 POINT 5h bushhog 3
point 7f1 blade 3 point 6ft
PTO tiller Hydraulic fold IH
475 disk L shaped tank
with electric pump
492-8411
HAY rake for sale
435-4588

1991 FLEETWOOD 28X56
3br, 2 bath, on 120X250 lot
5 miles north of Murray,
natural gas, city water
$48,000 759-9404 after
5pm
2 BANK Repos Located at
Jim Wilson Homes in Murray 16X80 s, low monthly
payments Call today
502-767 0000
NICE doublewide near
lake, lake access /
1
2 mile
nice wooded lot Contact
Reggie Neal Century 21,
753-1492
NICE four bedroom, two
bathroom. 24x50 home
Recently remodeled with
1016 outbuilding & par
tially furnished Located
only 3 miles east of Murray
on approx
acre lot Priced at $39,900 Call after
5pm 753-7814
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

Call

2BR, $260+mo 753-6012
195

2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753-9866

Heavy
Equipment
FOR sale Bucyrus Erie
10T Cable crane w/40'
boom, new cable, 471 Detroit engine, $4500 obo
901-247-3221 between
730-3 30pm

HAZEL, 2br, lease & deposit 492-8526

300

ALMOST new lb( apartment, all appliances including dishwasher, washer &
dryer Close to university
$325/mo 753 07 73 ,
502-354-5026

Business
Rentals

Office Space
Various size suites

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796

641 Storage
All Sizes
7.;3-5585

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

MOBILE Home Camping
Vehicle Lot for rent water &
septic furnished, $100/mo
753-4268

753-1483
Want
To Rent

Mrs. Ann ,",:::••

•Bnng Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare 'Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily 8 Sunday
208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

HALEY'S
lUgl9Duck
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

PROFESSIONAL couple
seeking to rent with possible option to buy, in wooded
area farm or lake region
762-1549
120
Apartments
For Rent
1,2 & 3BR seasonal & long
term. Fully furnished & unfurnished. Lakefront & lakeview. Limited dock space
available. 600ft from entrance to Moore's Resort on
KY
Lake
Call
502-362-8121.
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS.
Very nice 1 & 2br apartments in Farmington (11
miles from Murray). Central
h/a, w/d,stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher provided. Water & trash pick-up included. No pets. References required. Available
March 1st. Starts at
$315/mo. 762-4483
8am-4pm or 345-2748 after
5pm.
1BR apartment near campus No pets 753-1203

*i}

1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Pre-Bloom Super Sale!!
Select Daylilies
Hosta

$1.00 ea.
1/2 price
20% off

Peonies

1BR Diuguid Or, new. Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898

Unusual Perennials

3 for $7.00
Tues.-Sat. 9-5

Bethel Gardens
94 East 2 miles follow signs. 753-2993
=;-;•--41.41

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-8107
•••MMIII

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLENIENT INSURANCE
If you arc under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

•

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

1BR duplex with loft Stove,
refrigerator furnished. Low
utilities $260/mo including
water Lease & deposit required 412-B N 5th St.
75 3 - 09 1 9
or
1-800-589-7956.
1BR near university, appliances furnished
$275/mo plus deposit No
pets References required
753-4181
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
2BR, 11
/
2 bath duplex, all
appliances, the best location $450/mo Deposit required 753-5344 or
559-9970
2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, lyr lease, 1
month deposit. No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536.
2BR apt, partially furnished. Some utilities paid
No pets 767-9037.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished
$300/me Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex in Northwood
$375/mo
No pets
759-4406
2BR duplex- both sides
available, nicely furnished,
w/d hook-up, carport. No
pets. Close to campus.
1609 Farmer Ave.
$375/mo, 1611 Farmer Ave
$385/mo. 753-0919 or
1-800-589-7956.
2BR duplex, 1906 Greenbrier Dr Central h/a, w/d
hook-up, stove, refrigerator $375/mo
Call
753-2506 after 4pm

ft

'

c.4-tg

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

LARGE 2br apartment,
near campus, partially furnished 753-8598 after 5pm C-STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycaor leave message
more E. Next to CunningLARGE 2 level apartment ham Auto Repair
with large loft bedroom, 1 753-3571
bath, kitchen & LR. Also
outside storage. No pets
Neon Beach
References required Call
753-7463
Mini-Storage

310

#
Reader & Advisor 4‘,,,/,
'
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
'I give advice on Business, Marnage. and Love Affairs

EASTSIDE

LARGE 2br, 2 full bath duplex Close to campus
Lease, deposit required
No pets $375/mo 1628-A
Miller 753-0919

FOR RENT

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your horn& Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br, 1 bath apartment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444
NICE 2br duplex, $450/mo
753-7457
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY
759-4984 Equal Housing
Opportunity
REMODELED, furnished
1 br apartment, gas h/a
$275imo plus deposit
753-7953
VERY large 1 br. Close to
campus. Lease, deposit required No pets. Availabla
now. 1628-B Miller.
$300/mo 753-0919

REGISTERED Red Limou
sine bull 753-8156
WILLOW Oak Farms horse
boarding facility Self, full or
pasture, arena Round pen
435 4619
410

CALLOWAY Gardens/ Es
sex Downs Apartments ac
cepOng applications for 1 &
2 bedroom apts Central
753-8302 or
heat & air Office hours 8am
753-9621
to 12noon/ 1pm to 5pm
4 CAR shop for rent 502-753-8556, TDD
753 4509
1-800-545-1833 ext 283
INSULATED metal building Handicap Accessible, 13'x24' STORAGE Bld with
Housing 10'x10' overhead door Lo41X76 (3,116 square feet) Equal
cation at 5 Points More info
plus shed storage Con- Opportunity
crete floor, overhead doors, FOR LEASE. New in May, Rogers Enterprises
office, new natural gas two bedroom, 1 5 bath 753-5140
heat fenced lot available townhome, all appliances
immediately $550/mo plus and pleasant interior coldeposit 753-7724
ors Priced at $500/mo. Call
LOCATED north of Wal- Lynda at Grey's Properties.
759-2001
Mart Just off Hwy 641
Zoned for office, retail or
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeprofessional Approx 1110 land Wesley
Village, lbr
sq h Electric heat, window
apartment, utilities inair $375/mo Call Marge
cluded, rent based on in- CREEKVIEW Self-storage
Century 21 753 1492
come 62 & older, or handi- warehouses on Center
OFFICE or store space in cap & disabled Equal Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
Southside Shopping Cen- Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888
ter 753-4509, 753-6612

200
Sports
Equipment

Storage
Rentals

Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

2 story brick building
downtown
Murray,
corner of 4th & Maple.
Available May 1st.

25S

360

All Size Units

Available

753-3853
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536
370
Commercial
Property for Sale
COMMERCIAL appeal
3800 Sq Ft Business
building with Hwy 641 frontage Circle drive around
building Front and rear entrances Lots of potential for
many uses Call Century
21, Loretta Jobs Realtors
502-753-1492 ASK FOR
BARBARA
MLS#4000717

Pubk
Sale
VVE sell the earth CW Shelton Real Estate 8 Auction
Company 502-247-1385

Real
Estate

10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake Good homesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000. Serious inquiries only please. Call
474-8704_
DUPLEX near campus,
$29,003 For sale again,
old contract was terminated 898-8564 after 7pm
No realtors please
FOR SALE: 11
/
2 ACRES,
on Highland Rd, East of
Murray. 280FT Road frontage, nice building site, mature trees, 9/10 of a mile
from Ky Lake, $7500. Call
474-8704 after Spm.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Lake
Property
10 ACRES near Paradise
Resort
$25,000
767-9037

11
/
2 ACRE lot in southwest
corner of Lynnwood Estate
Subdivision. 753-7086.
1 ACRE lots with restrictions. 41
/
2 miles north of
Murray 759-9192.
CUSTOM building site in
the country. Ideal for splint
level home. 3 Miles east of
downtown Murray, 3+
acres. Paved frontage
road Shared well, restricted Some owner financing possible.
753-5231

330
Rooms
For Rent

FARM MACHINERY

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898
340
Houses
For Rent
2 & 4-5BR in Murray &
Lynngrove. Lease & deposit required 753-4109.
2BR brick, 3 miles in
county Deposit & references required. Just redecorated. 753-1790
3BR, 2/
1
2 bath, gas central
h/a $750/mo. Mayfield
Coleman RE, 753-9898
3BR brick, central ha,
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898.
3BR brick, 2 car garage,
refrigerator, stove. w/d
hook-up
No pets
$525/mo. Lease & deposit
required 436-2113
3BR house in Kirksey area,
large garden spot No pets
$400/mo plus deposit, lyr
lease References required Call 6pm 9pm only
489-2534
3 OR 4BR bock, 11
/
2 baths.
residential neighborhood,
deposit & reference required 753-0859 days,
753-5214 evenings.
4BR, 11
/
2 bath, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher furnished. W/D hook-up. Full
basement. Close to campus Available April 20th
1308 Poplar St. $600/mo
Lease, deposit required
No pets. 753-0919 Or
1-800-5847956.
4BR, 2 bath 753-4444.

THE MAYFIELD OPEN
((CONSIGNMENT AUCTION))
SAT. APRIL 18TH, AT 9:00 A.M.

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY.

The Annual April Auction!!
TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES -FORKLIFTS
TRUCKS - TRAILERS - COMBINES
HAY - PLANTING - TILLAGE E I UIPMENT
CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION!

CONSIGNMENTS ACCEPTED

BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
THURSDAY OR FRIDAY
APRIL 16TH OR 17TH!!
Don't Miss This April Event!!

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKE
C FANCY FARM KY- 502-623-8466 -Ie
rl
R
THE SELLING MACHINE
R

p

AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.!

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
VISA
7'53-1916

Call I 's TotlaI

LOTS for sale Various
sizes & locations to meet
your needs Call 753-9950
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun

FOR SALE

11

4160

1400 DIUGUID. 2br log
home w/large lot for development. $53,900. Not for
rent. 502-927-8493
2 STORY brick house, approx. 3600 sq ft, 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 2/
1
2 bathrooms, formal dining room, office or
living room, family room,
kitchen. utility. Nice hardware floors, Berber carpeting and tile flooring. Great
storage and closet space.
House has 2 heating & air
units. City utilities, electric
& gas. Great extras such as
10ft ceilings, doors, transits, ed. Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see.

753-1916 For Details

Location! Location! 804 S. loth St.
Beautiful wooded lot 1051.250. 3 BR. 2..ia hm:h a.1 dossnstmirs
bonus room up 2,850 mg ft living space II„ge .m.a
se,
(could be finished) & 2424 muached gars ge
1,458 sg ft
Caural H/AC, Lit, dirung, kitchen den
lacrlacc
hardwood Boots, race closets, uullty fl10.11 'SL•,rage ...sancta,
sunroorn, pauo & grill

A MUST SF.F.! 759-0700

SOUTHERN BEAUTY
"Inspired by the Cover of Southern Using MagaLine"

-

Four (4) Bedrooms
Study/Rec Room
2 Story Atrium
Front Porch

3BR brick ranch, fireplace
in LR, DR, hardwood floors
Move in condition
753-8041_
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 minutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden. 2-3br, 2
bathrooms, sunroom, full
drive-in basement, deck
with water garden, central
h/a, wood stove & boat
house. Call 502-435-4585
BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN
STYLE- Inspired by the
Cover of "Southern Living" Magazine. Four (4)
bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths.
study/ rec room, sunroom,
atrium, great room with fireplace, front porch, deck,
and large, wooded lot
(1313 Oakhill Dr./ Campbell Estates): PHI
759-1830
BEAUTIFUL large 3br, 21
/
2
bath in the country. Large
Oaks & Elms on 2 acres 2
Fireplaces, Vr, fir, d/r, laundry 8 built in oak shelves
Call for an appointment,
$102,000 901498-8921
'By Owner. 909 Olive. Old
fashioned charm with modern conveniences. 4br, 3
bath completely updated.
full basement, fence
Agents
welcome
$135,900 753-0308.
BY owner- 3BR brick on 1.5
acre shady lot in view of SW
Elementary Immediate
possession, reduced to
sell. 489-2756

- 2'/2 Baths
- Sunroorn
- Fireplace
- Deck and Wooded Lot

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday April 18 1-4 p.m.
1313 Oakhill Dr. (Campbell Estates)
Ph# 502-759-1830

3-4BR house for sale. 105 ft
commercial road frontage
521 S 4th St. $34,900. Recent appraisal for $38,000
753-8767.

3BR, 2 bath brick with appliances & carport.
$63,000. 209 S 15th St.
753-4074.

435

18WK old Miniature Dachshund 759-0259

VERY nice 2br, 11
/
2 baths
Townhouse Appliances FREE puppies large mix
furnished w/washer & breed dogs lOwk old
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease: 762-0211 or come to 313 N
1 mo deposit. No pets 5th St
753-2905, 753-7536

LARGE wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Drive in Campbell Estates Ideal for house
with walk-out basement on
back of house Call
753-3903

LAND NEAR THE LAKE
We have lots & small farms 3BR, 1 bath house,
Panorfor sale near Kentucky ama Shores, newly
remodLake. Sizes range from 2 to eled $50,000
Call
20 acres. Prices go from 436-2326
$4,800 to $30,500. Call
Bob Rodgers at COL- 3BR, 1 bath brick, newly
DWELL BANKER WOODS remodeled, new roof. Large
8
ASSOCIATES, fenced backyard & brick
patio. Carport. Quiet neigh753-1651.
borhood. 1606 Parklane
PRISTINE building site in Dr. $77,500.
759-5999.
Aurora, KY. 5 acres +/3BR,
2
bath,
2yr old home
$15,000. Please call between 8:30am-7:30pm, in nice subdivision
575,000. 753-7091.
753-0289.

Lots
For Sale

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

BEAUTIFUL building lots in
or joining the aty limits of
Murray 753-5541

106 WILLIAMS, 3 blk to
MSU, 3br, 2 bath brick, oak
cabinets, build-in oven,
microwave, dishwasher,
eat-in kitchen, w/console
and surface unit Conan
tops on sinks, console,secretary, and built-in China
cabinet, master bdrm has
walk-in closet and double
sink. $99,900.00. Phone
767-0895.

10 ACRES between Kirksey & Stella on Alex Fork
Rd 489-2945

Pets
& Supplies

6YR old female Sheltie,
"beautiful" Needs a loving
home $75 759-8080

Say

Homes
For Saie

430

380

5YR old mare & lyr old
Filly Call 492-8723

13

APRIL

440

Home
Furnishings

QUEEN waterbed motionless fiber mattress $100
obo
435 4177 or
435-4336

4

320

320

MONDAY

litatitty

„
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"
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Lots For Sale

A tremendous range of choices in city limits
Country style living for family or retired You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homeccom
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon -Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Free Estimates
Owned and Operated By
Joseprl Lamb

Full One of Equipment
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Interest rates an'low, building costs arc down
&spring is here. Now is a good time to think about
Ifyou are looking br quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes, large or small.

Bruce Green
'Budding ('or:tractors, Inc.

502) 753-8343

BY owner: 3br tutor, 2/
1
2
bath, huge Ir wifull wall
stone fireplace, huge garage, fenced backyard,
2000sq ft 1566 Mockingbird, priced below market
value 436-5229.

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all types of roofing

FOR Sare or Trade: 2 story
log home, 3800 sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30'X60' shop, 120'X50'
barn, 24'X36' barn. 18'X36'
barn, 24'X40' equipment
shed Phone 753-7687.
MAKE YOUR FAMILY
HAPPY at this 3br, 2 bath
all brick home sitting on
approx 7 acres of rolling
land Only about 2 miles
from the lake Living room
with fireplace plus lovely
Florida room with southern
exposure overlooking
peaceful pasture and
woodlands Two car garage and 2 outbuildings All
$1 34,900
for
MLS03001230 KOPPERUD REALTY, Ph'
753-1222

Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb

759-6081 - 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 21 hour Emergency Service

fARD-TEcti
437-4723

LL LAO CAR!

MOWING
TRIMMING
MULCHING
SEEDING
FERTILIZING
DIRT WORK
GRASS BAGGING
LEAVES
GUTTERS

We I glve you bock
'mow fIrne' to
do what you It• to dol
FULLY INSURED
CA11 NOW FOR SCHEDULE
Commorciol or Roakionfial
Resonoble Rotes • Ask for Noah or Tony

1

14

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SOO

NINE rooms 2 bath utility central ha 2 500 sq tt
basement 2 car garage
fireplace shade & fruit
trees fence 641 South
759 5384 $97 000
OWNER S Well main
tamed 3br, 2 bath, 1870 sq
ft living area 1 2 acres
Beautiful trees Central air,
heat Large stone fireplace
Nice carpet, tile floors
Large amount closet, ca
binet space Considerable
ceramic tile in kitchen and
baths 2 carports 3 cars:
camper MH 1406 N 4th
Upper $80 s
ST
753 8094
REDUCEDI Brick ranch
style Abr 1' bath, 2 acres
mile West Lynn Grove
Call 502 435 4128
SECLUDED near lake
2YR old, 3br. 3 bath, w,
garage 5 wooded acres
paved drive & outbuildings,
$179.000 502-3628148
SOUTHWEST Villa- 3br, 3
bath living room with
cathedral ceilings, dining
room kitchen with break•
fast room, double car garage, lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 outbuilding Call 753 5761 for
appointment

Motorcycles
1982 YAMAHA 750 $900
obo 759 0320
YAMAHA Virago 920
black/ chrome 492-8342,
after 5pm

IRport Utility
Vehicles
1989 CHEVY S-10 Blaze
4X4 4 3 V6, red & silver,
excellent condition Call
753-3083
490
Used
Cars
1968 CAMERO SS 350
convertible, power brakes,
2 speed Powerglide automatic New tires, new top A
true SS350 muscle car
Call 753-0212 day.
753 8674 night
1979 FORD T-Bird rebuilt
302 motor 8. transmission,
new tires $550 Call Man at
753 0496
1985 DELTA 88
759 5025

1994 RANGER XLT, ac,
56p. 4cyl bedliner, white
48xxx miles $6500
489-2945
510
Campers
1990 VIKING pop up camper for sale Call 435-4588
24FT Itasca motorhome
Fully self contained Good
condition
$14,500
759-3249

Boats
& Motors
14FT Big Jon Lowe boat,
Moody trailer with dolly,
25hp Mercury motor,
electric start Mounted
depth & fish finder on front
& back, trolling motor,
raised floor & Marine carpet 2 new Interstate batteries 3 removable chairs
Phone 759-1062 or see at
5785 St RI 94 E

1988 INVADER ski boat,
16ft, 130hp, 4cyl, good condition, $4750 obo 3383
Crossland Rd 492-8678

8cyl

1985 OLDS 98 Regency
loaded & in mint condition
Less than 9,000 average
annual miles Great teen
car or second family car
Must see $2500 obo
436 5220
1987 HONDA Prelude SI,
red 5sp ac, 120,000
miles $2.500 or best offer
247-6271 after 6pm,
247 4606 days
1988 CHRYSLER LeBaron
convertible GTC Turbo,
power windows, locks, mir
rors & top Alpine cd, tilt,
cruise a -c low miles
$4 700 753 5647
1989 MITSUBISHI Precis
2dr hatchback manual
trans, air $1500 obo
753 3280
1989 PONTIAC Grand
Prix Nice car Runs great
$2 500 753 0792
1990 DODGE Dynasty,
very good condition Reduced price 759-3484
1991 MAZDA 323 Hatch
back 5sp 78 XXX super
reliable $3500 obo
767 0365
1992 TOYOTA Celica GT
dark maroon electric
moon roof 5sp tinted win
dows, 1 owner $6,500 Call
759 1663, leave message
1993 COUGAR loaded
looks & runs great This is
the car you want 759 1529
or 436-5956
1993 MAZDA Miata, red,
5sp, 1 owner, adult driven,
72 XXX miles $9 500 obo
759 4480
NISSAN Maxima $7700
753 0212 8am 4pm ask
for Sandy 753 9644
A95
Vans
1988 DODGE Caravan SE.
V6 runs great $2 400
767 9037

1978 CHEV Good work
truck $850 obo 759 9465
1983 DODGE Ram pick
up 4cyl 4sp with camper
shell Runs good $1 050
neg 767 0508
1994 FORD F250, 4x4 V8,
351, auto, air, etc Heavy
duty suspension 88xxx
miles, good condition,
$13.000 753 5791
1997 FORD F 150 4wd,
3dr. ex tended cab
753 4889

Services
°tiered

* * * * * * *

GUTTERS Quality Seam
less Aluminum gutters, gut
ter maintenance, gutter
Supplies variety of colors
Licensed, affordable
prices West KY Seamless
Gutters 753-0278

A Professional
Touch For Your
Personal Pride

Legend Lawn
Service
Free Estimates

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of,
Residential construction
remodeling roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks
fencing concrete & ma
sonry And home repairs
Free estimates 753 8007
Elite Building
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks,driveways, buildings
remodeling repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30.
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848

POLARCRAFT 1611, 2
depth finders 40hp
livewell, trolling motor
$2,750 436 5685

Services
Offered
3 D DOZING. backhoe,
septic. & gravel hauling
Driveways foundations
502 437 4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal tree spray
mg. leaf raking hedge trim
ming landscaping mulch
hauling 8. mulch spreading
gutter cleaning Licensed
insured. Full line of equip
ment Free estimates Tim
Lamb
4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
1-800-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
mg. serving Murray Callo
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492 8737
A&A Lamb Brothers Corn
plete Lawn Care Mowing
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb 436 5791
ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS.
Remodeling/ Repairs In
side & Out No Job Too
Small 759 9906
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling iunk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds. tree
work 436-2867

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

LAWNS mowed small
lawns preferred Free esti
mates
Chris Allen
759 1515

F

to backfire on you. Make a list of
calls and errands. Do what you can
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, to answer a nagging question. Touch
April 14, 1998:
base with others, to solicit opinions.
Experiment, forge new paths and Be open to friends' feedback. Tobreak outdated patterns this year. night: Review your budget.
let
Others respond to you and want to SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
help you realize your dreams. Long- ***** Your personality melts
Nick's
distance communications, higher away the hassles of the day. What
do the work!
learning and increased spirituality appeared worrisome to someone beseem to happen naturally. A for- comes irrelevant, once he speaks to
inside or °tit.
eigner easily could play a significant you. Be more direct, and do not comNo Job's Too Small
role in events. If you are single, you plicate a difficult situation. Make
go for different, exotic and eye-open- time for an activity or excursion just
Call Nick at (502) 767-0728
ing experiences. 1999 sees the frui- for you. Tonight: Happy as a cat.
Murray. Kentucky
tion of a special relationship. If at- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Reference* Available
tached, you are learning to under- *** Take some time off to recycle
stand each other better, and to be and recharge. Others are active and
more generous and loving. Make energetic,and might attempt to
conplans for that long-talked about trip. vince you to go along with their way
SAGITTARIUS helps you see the of thinking. A low-key approach is
other side.
likely to benefit you now. Soon, you
will be full of more energy. Tonight:
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
The Stars Show the Kind of Day Nap, then decide.
CUSTOM WOODWORKJNG
You'll Have:5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
All Types Of:
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
Custom Woodworking
***** Aim for what you want.
Getting together with others, netARLES(March 21-April 19)
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
***** Keep trying to break working and adding to your immediate circle of connections increase
• Drop by and see our showroom
through someone's barriers. The re409 SLIN9URY
MURRAY
your resources. A potential positive
B.. B•oac:
sistance might not be conscious; it is
:53 5940
change is on the horizon. Be ready to
most likely unintentional. Be loving
-1e6116'
.4.- 11°61" yet
take a leap into the unknown. Topersistent. Success might not
night: Take time to yourself.
come today, but it will sooner than
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
you think. Take the high road when
*** Others turn to you for news
weighing the pros and cons.Tonight:
and guidance. Put your foot down,
Off to the movies.
and eliminate superfluous things
TAURUS
(April
20-May
20)
DES16 %S.( DR It 1/V,
***** Letting others express their from your life. Hedging might buy
time, but you can't put off the inevi(j1 I \,
\ Illl
point of view doesn't mean that you
table
too long. Maintain a high proautomatically have to agree with
R
file, and decide what you will soon
them. Carefully consider options.
act upon. Tonight: Out and about.
Popularity soars,but decisions aren't
Custom Home Plans
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
made easily, nor are they likely to
Site Plans
***** Your mind drifts, making
stick. Examine various options with
Drafting
it difficult to focus on what is hapcare. Tonight: Where the party is.
pening. Understand more of what
l\l\IE
\
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
you want through the process of day
Phone i' ii_
**** Plug into work,and be more
dreaming.Think and visualize. Calls
direct about what is going on. Your
from a distance inspire you. Don't
dynamic thinking helps you be more
decide that anything is impossible.
efficient. Zero on what is important,
Tonight: Follow your imagination.
and stay upbeat. Schedule an important meeting for later in the day.
BORN TODAY
Others respond to you in a big way.
Actress Julie Christie (1940), actor
Tonight: Socialize.
Anthony Michael Hall(1968),former
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
baseball player Pete Rose (1941)
* * *
***** Let your imagination roam
You come up with wonderful, dynamic ideas, as you do a wish list of
what you want for the future. Count
f
on your abilities to solve problems.
)
Postponing work might be all right
'
it
'
AI
idhA
for a while, but it will catch up to
Bob
you. Tonight: Off to the gym.
uartAgt
Akkr
B Admit
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
753-4703
***** Listen to a child's feedback. Let your creative ideas flow.
INSURANCE
Ideas suddenly pop into your head.
• Auto
• Mobile
You are invigorated by all of life's
•
Boat
Home
SPRING CLEANING
choices. Channel your energy into
• Farm
Health
•
your
domestic
life.
Others respond
TIME IS HERE?
• Horne
• Business
to your infectious spontaneity. To• Renters
• Life
night: Naughty and nice.
Get Fast Results in the
• Annuities
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
• Nursing Home
**** Communications flow easily. But if you think you can change
All-Around Coverage
someone else's mind, think again!
Keep the door open, even with a
All-Around Murray &
negative person. Others are likely to
Calloway County
Advertise your
change their tupe, but not immediunwanted items:
ately. Plan on taking home extra
work.Tonight:Breeze through mun•Furniture 'Household Items
dane paperwork.
•Appliances 'Etc.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Don't make any permanent
A MeMber Service
financial decisions,as they are likely
JUST CALL

HANDY HANDS

ACCUTECH

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753 5484

GARDEN Piling, bushhog
ging, small lobs, driveways
graded with box blade Ger
aid Carroll 492 6159

FREE to good home in
country, limo old Border
Collie 753 1847

GRAVEL Haul & spread
for driveways Jonesy
437 4030

JUST in time for Easter
Free kittens to good home
767 9575

THE PEI
Bk1 THE
ARE THE

r-Need

Extra
Cash?

I

Run a Classified. —

Is Your
Attic Full?
Is Your
Basement Full?

CLASSIFIEDS
753-1916
and ask for

FREE puppies, Chow, Lab
mix Raised outside, 6wks
old 753 0871

HOROSCOPES

NEED A HELPING HAND??? UP

RICK'S Roofing Tear offs.
re-decking, shingle and
rubber roofs, and repairs
Free estimates 22yrs ex
perience 502-437-4559

FOR sale 40-42' Flatbed
railers with sides 50%
brakes & tires $6000 obo
901 247 3221 between
7303 30pm

The plot followed the princess's life from her divorce from Prince
Charles in 1996 to her death in a Paris car crash on Aug. 31, 1997.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

fast

EMERGENCY water re
moval 24 hours 753 5827
Lees

Fritts Lawn Care

We are fully Insured & reliable.

PERRY Family Lawn CareWill do mowing, trimming &
hauling Free estimates
436-2762 or 436-5894 or
leave message

WOOD VCR repairing
VCRs, Microwaves Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18 inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free info Mon Fri, 1 530
753 0530

c

LONDON (AP) — A television movie about the final year of
Princess Diana's life was broadcast in Britain Sunday night, after
producers denied the film was insensitive to her memory.

759-1663

PAINTING interior- exter
or
Free estimates
437-3879

WANTED Yards to mow
759-1309

L

Please call
for a free
estimate on our complete list of lawn services

MULCH delivered Murray
436 5560

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753 2592

Television movie depicts Diana's life
.01

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Local & Out Of
State Moving Licensed &
Insured 767-9630

TUCKER Lawn Care
Service- Mowing, trim
ming, clippings removal.
mulching & total lawn care
Free estimates Ph
502-759-9609

.411=

Will Mow Any Yard

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick up & delivery
753 5668

T J s Lawn Service Mow
ing, trimming. ect
753-5647
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LONDON (AP) — Storms and some of the worst flooding this
century battered central and eastern England over the weekend. The
death toll rose to four Sunday when the body of a 14-year-old boy
was recovered.
The army helped with the emergency effort and many soldiers were recalled from Easter leave.
Crews in boats and helicopters rescued thousands of people v. ho
were driven from their homes by the flood waters.
"These are the worst floods this century, indeed for 150 years,
and while the water levels are falling we are still concerned about
some areas," Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott said on Sunday.
as he visited parts of the Midlands.

BANDAR SERI BEGAWAN, Brunei (AP) — The U.S. Embassy
in Brunei has requested permission from Washington to evacuate its
staff from the smog-choked capital to temporarily escape hatardous
pollution, the U.S. ambassador said today.
Nearby wildfires, fueled by the worst drought in 30 years, ha
cast blankets of smoke over this oil-rich kingdom on the northern
coast of Borneo island. The eye-and-throat-stinging smog has sent
thousands to hospital emergency rooms, complaining of asthma-like
symptoms.
Winds from fire-swept Indonesia brought smoke to neighboring
Singapore as well today, shrouding buildings in pollution and reducing visibility to about a mile, the worst level of the year.

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing If you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or .
s -wammin"1`,
4 `
(800) 874-0256.
-AIM

England experiences flooding

Embassy staff seek to evacuate

Auto Loans

MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic overdrive
transmissions ASE Certi
fled in automatic & manual
drive transmissions Call
75.3-0152

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

Tram Transmute
Cismer* Seranc
FwJ.iLam cal
Eqampanand

Tr... A Samoan
R amoral

LEWIS Exterior CleaningHouses, Mobile Homes
Brick, Vinyl Concrete Sin
glewides $50 Doublewides
$95 (502)753-6490

ELECTRICIAN- R & R
ELECTRIC New construc
!ion, rewiring mobile home
hookups electrical mainte
nance and repair Call any
time Murray, 762 0001
cent 519 1592

GARDEN Tilling Tractor
with 60 inch rototiller Jon
esy 437 4030

Trig Spraytate

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
Serving Murray 26 years
Clean fresh, healthy carpets and upholstery Home
or office Free deodorizer
Free estimates 753-5827
Visa/MC

PLUMBING repairs
service 436-5255

Fr,.. E,iiW
24 H' isrmce
11•VRAIM
H*Aft T,

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling.
additions roofing, siding
free estimates 436 2269

WILL mow yards Reasonable & dependable
753 5791

GARDENS Tractor tilled
breaking bushhogging
Jimmy Edwards 435 4465

,SED • INSU IID
1_1( k.'

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a corrections professional
Trained & educated to provide full time community
protection & save taxpay
ers money Compare the
qualifications & hire PHIL
HAILE to be your new
kind of jailer Paid for by
Phil Hazle

DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices "Cleaning- vinyl sid
ing, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502 853 1108

FENCING- Midway Fence
Company Chain link wood
& vinyl at reasonable
prices 759 1519

2.-1301:11-54113-5.26.2

LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659

APPLIANCE REPAIR
P ROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

1995 25FT Crest III pontoon boat Complete with
covers, sink & fresh water, BACKHOE Service
ROY
depth finder, docking lights,
HILL Septic system, drive90hp Mercury motor Boat ways,
hauling, foundations
bought new 1 owner, less
etc 436-2113
than 50 hours on boat Like
new 753 8181 between BACKHOE Service- small
8am-4 30pm. 354-6662 af- jobs, driveways, box blade
ter 5pm
rottertilling. snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
1995 25FT Crest III pontoon boat Complete with BASEMENTS & Homes
covers, sink & fresh water, Sub & General contracting
depth finder, docking lights, Insulated concrete forms
90hp Mercury motor Boat (R32) StyroCrete builders
bought new, 1 owner, less 502- 436 - 2007
or
than 50 hours on boat Like 502-436-5264
new 753-8181 between
8am-4 30pm, 354-6662 af- BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
ter 5pm
estimates 753-1134,
1995 RANGER Comanche 492 8584
491 V S 225hp Johnson,
tandem Ranger trailer with BONE ELECTRIC- Commercial 8. Residential 7
trailer
brakes,
Hummingbird- wide view days per week 24hr
emergency service Kim
(front & console), Hum
mingbird in dash flasher, on !Kemp) Bone, Johnny
board charger, bow protec- Bone, (502)435-4007
tor, Ranger factory boat
CARPET Cleaning
cover, extra seat, one year
extended warranty left on 753 5827 Lee's
engine 1 800 844-5108 or CARPET cleaned by Cori
(502)753-0053 days
Techs Murray Carpet &
(502)753-6339 evenings
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
1995 SUNCRUISER, teal &
salmon color, bimini top, CARPORTS for cars and
11 Shp Evinrude Apprx trucks Special sizes for
30tirs, like new, $11,900
motor home, boats, RVs
559-8510 or 753-8767
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
1997 STRATOS 295PE
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Bassboatl 19 . tandum
trailer with brakes, 150hp CHIM Chirr Chimney
Evinrude with Ficht Fuel Sweep chimney cleaning
Inlectioni GPS, hydraulic service 10% senior disjack plate Lowrance elec- counts 435-4006
tronics FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY, COLSON Home Repairs
Must Sell' 534 9461 or Additions, garages decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
554 7979
20 yrs experience
1997 YAMAHA Waverun
753-5592
nor GP .200 759 2419
CONCRETE finishing
19 BAJA 195hp, VS. SS sidewalks drives. patios
Prop, depth finder, trailer, Free estimates 435-4619
always shedded Extra
MIKE SMALL cpN
nice $8,000 753 8428
STRUCTION
Free esti
22FT Starcraft Cuddy PO
mates Remodeling, fencw'9 9 Honda Kicker, tan- ing. decking rooting & elec
dem trailer Murray, KY trical 489 2832
area,$3500 502-435-6194
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
or 618 936-2349
decks, fencing. pole barns,
CLASSIC 1975 Mark Twain sheds. carports Also repair
V Sonic, V 8 Mercury out
& rebuild Excellent workdrive, good condition
manship Affordable rates
753 4889
753 7860

Tree Service

502—41346-57.44

LARRY'S Small Engine
Repair Service or repair
any make Of model, riding
mowers weedeaters,
chainsaws or push mowers Also buy, sell & trade
mowers Pick-up & delivery
available 492-8437

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

AROUND THE WORLD

mb Brothers

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured
Luke Lamb
502 436 5950

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

SC rv ices
Offered

Services
O&M

HARDWOOD FLOOR in
stallation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

759-3862

520

1973
RUNABOUT
w'135hp Evinrude outboard $1600 753-9731

539
Services
Memel

Call Les

WILDERNESS camper,
good condition
Call
753 6259 for more
informaoon

1993 YAMAHA Pro VXR
wave runner with trailer
Excellent condition $3,000
obo 436 5720

470
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530
Wed
Trucks

MUST Set Quickly 3br
home in quiet subdivision
Call 762 3242 days
753 4086 nights

MONDAY

CLASSIFIED
and we will be glad
to assist you in finding
the most economical
sr way to sell your items!

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

FOG

Specializing In Dean and General Tires
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
Owner, Ronnie Melvin
401 N. 4th
Street

762-0000

0
-
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

Ten 'ears ago
School placed third.
Murray Police Officer Melodic
Forty years ago
Wilson graduated at the top of
Moving day for occupants of
her class at the Department of
the new Murray City Hall will be
Criminal Justice Training in
about two months away, accordRichmond. Murray Police Chief
ing to Rupert Nix, construction
Larry Nixon scored two points
foreman.
below Wilson. Patrolman Clayton
Army Private First Class
E. Hendricks also was in the
Wayne A. Killius is serving at
class.
Fort Campbell.
Cammy Gregory of Calvert
Recent births reported include
City was chosen as 1988 Miss
a girl to George Carter and Nina
Murray State University at the
Merle Fox, April 7; a girl to Mr.
Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
and Mrs. Gerald McMaster, April
at Lovett Auditorium. Runnersup
8.
were Lee Ann Rayburn, Tracy
Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Miss
Gillahan, Stephanie Stephens and
Lorene Swann, Miss Ruth LassiScotti Brown.
ter, and Mrs. Graves Sledd are
Births reported include a boy
new officers of Delta Department
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Dunn,
of Murray Woman's Club.
March 18; a girl to Cynthia and
Fifty years ago
Michael Presson, April 5.
Murray High School captured
Twenty years ago
10 top ratings out of 14 entries at
A number of criminal trials are
the Regional Music Festival at
set in a special Calloway County
Murray State College, according
Circuit Court session set to begin
to Mary Elizabeth Roberts, direcApril 24 with Judge James Lassitor of music at Murray High
ter presiding.
School.
Joe Sills, director of Murray
Dr. C.S. Lowry, head of the
High School Band, has been apSocial Sciences Department at
pointed as a board member for
Murray State College, will appear
the American Youth Symphony
as Sheridan Whiteside in Sock
and Chorus Organization based in
and Buskin Club's production of
Chadron, Neb.
"The Man Who Came To DinDr. Bill Whittaker is speaker at
ner," May 6 and 7 in the college
a revival now in progress at
auditorium, according to Joseph
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Cohron, held of the Drama DeBirths reported include a boy
partment at MSC.
to Mr. and Ms. Donald G. Hale,
Lillian Hollowell and Mattic
March 10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Trousdale, members of Murray
Larry Jones, April 1.
Branch of American Association
Thirty years ago
of University Women, spoke at a
Murray City Council approved
meeting of the State AAUW held
the purchase of three vehicles for
at Bowling Green.
three different departments and
also approved the purchase of a
new sanitation system compactor
type truck at its last meeting.
Joseph Brunk, Murray High
School, made the highest score of
the American History Contest for North dealer.
eighth graders given by the Cap- North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
tain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
4 Q6 2
Daughters of the American Revo,J7
lution at Calloway County Public
•A J 2
Library. Patricia Clark of Univerith A K 7 6 2
sity School placed second and
EAST
WEST
Mark Paschall of Lynn Grove 484
•K 1095 3
VK
A Q 10 96 2
+ 9765
+83
Q 53
4,J 8 4
SOUTH
4AJ7
V 8543
LOOK AT THESE
GET MUSHROOMS
•K Q 104
I'M GROWING
4 109
IN MY
The
bidding:
\, RAINCOAT
South West
North East
14
2 NT 3 IP
2
.
3 NT
Opening lead — eight of spades.
History does not record the declarer of this hand played some
years ago,so South,unfortunately,
will have to be remembered only
by the name ofAuthor Anonymous.
East-West were playing weak
jump overcalls and East's two
_
.
spade bid was designed only to
I'D LIKE TO
rIN WHAT OTHER BUSINESS) FORGET
Sal NEW CHANGES TO THE
harass his vulnerable opponents.
RESCHEDULE..
TAX CODE...A NEW T4PE5 OF
b0 ALL THE RULES CHANGE, `-louR LIITLE
West's three heart bid was more of
...PERHAPS
PROBLEMS!
RETIREMENT PLANS...SO MANY AND kIET THE WORKERS
the
same.However,the East-West
FOR
EARLIER
PITY
FUNCTION,
NE14 CAPITAL GAINS TAX
ME/.
ARE EXPECTED 1D
were successful because
tactics
IN THE MY
RATES THAT THE SIMPLEST
WITH THE SAME EKICIENCY PITY TV1E
they jockeyed North-South into a
NEXT TirAE
RETURN) IS NOW A 8RA110C.P.A.!!
AND CHEERFULNESS??!
poor three notrump contract.
sTRANGLIN* NIGHTMARE!
West led a spade and South won
the nine with the jack. Declarer
could see only eighttricks and little

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. April 13, the 103rd day of 1998. There are 262
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Four hundred years ago, on April 13, 1598, King Henry IV of
France endorsed the Edict of Nantes, which granted rights to the Protestant Huguenots. (The edict was abrogated in 1685 by King Louis
XIV, who declared France entirely Catholic again.)
On this date:
In 1742, Handel's "Messiah" was first performed publicly, in Dublin, Ireland.
In 1743, the third president of the United States, Thomas Jefferson,
was born in present-day Albemarle County, Va.
In 1870, the Metropolitan Museum of Art was founded in New
York.
In 1943, President Roosevelt dedicated the Jefferson Memorial.
In 1958, Van Cliburn became the first American to win the Tchaikovsky International Piano Contest in Moscow.
In 1970, Apollo 13, four-fifths of the way to the moon, was
crippled when a tank containing liquid oxygen burst. (The astronauts
managed to return safely.)
In 1986, Pope John Paul II visited a Rome synagogue in the first
recorded papal visit of its kind.
In 1992, the Great Chicago Flood took place as the city's centuryold tunnel system and adjacent basements filled with water from the
Chicago River.
Ten years ago: A commandeered Kuwaiti jetliner took off from Cyprus for Algeria, after the pro-Iranian Shiite Muslim hijackers on
board freed 12 hostages.
Five years ago: Pulitzer Prizes were awarded to David McCullough
for his biography "Truman," to Robert Olen Butler for his collection
of short stories "A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain" and to
Tony Kushner for his drama "Angels in America: Millennium Approaches." The gold medal for public service went to The Miami Herald for its Hurricane Andrew coverage.
One year ago: With tanks, sharpshooters and thousands of police
deployed to protect him, Pope John Paul II preached forgiveness during a mass in Sarajevo. Tiger Woods became the youngest person to
win the Masters Tournament and the first player of partly African heritage to claim a major golf title.
Today's Birthdays: Former Minnesota Gov. Harold Stassen is 91.
Author Eudora Welty is 89. Actor Howard Keel is 79. Movie director
Stanley Donen is 74. Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell, R-Colo., is 65.
Actor Lyle Waggoner is 63. Actor Edward Fox is 61. Playwright Lanford Wilson is 61. Actor Paul Sorvino is 59. Movie and TV composer
Bill Conti is 56. Rock musician Jack Casady is 54. Actor Tony Dow is
53. Singer Al Green is 52. Actor Ron Perlman is 48. Singer Peabo
Bryson is 47. Rock musician Max Weinberg is 47. Comedian Gary
ICroeger is 41. Actress Saundra Santiago is 41. Chess champion Garry
Kasparov is 35. Actress Page Hannah is 34. Actor Rick Schroder is
28. Actor Jonathan Brandis ("Seaquest DSV") is 22.
Thought for Today: "History, in general, only informs us what bad
government is." — Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826).

THE PEOPLE HIT HARDEST
IN THE NEW TAX LAWS
ARE THE TAX PREPARERS!

sistent with her discipline How is
DEAR ABBY: I seem to be ha\
ing a communication problem
Sammy to know if Mommy means it
I became a widow a year ago. this time when last time she threatI have two sons, a daughter and ened but never acted on her words'
three grandsons They are very
Abb, how can I get my daughgood to me They take me out to ter-in-law to quit telling her darling
dinner often and will buy me any- little boy to shut up without coming
thing I say I need
off as critical and interfering"
However. what I really need is
MRS X IN BANGOR, MAINE
help around the house — someone
to mow my lawn, trim the shrubs
DEAR MRS. X: Explain your
and trees, paint, etc. I can't do these fears to your son, and offer
things myself. I am 72 years old. some alternative phrases for
and having to pay for this kind of "shut up." Until your daughterhelp doesn't leave much for extras.
in-law is willing to make a
It's a shame, Abby. Here I am change, there's nothing you can
with two sons, a son-in-law and do to force her. All you can do is
three grandsons — and no help. lavish your grandson with a
Please don't use my name. I don't double dose of love and support.
want to hurt anybody's feelings. I
Just want to be heard.
DEAR ABBY: I recently married
NO HELP
a wonderful, unselfish man who
DEAR NO HELP: Here's your was willing to take my last name at
letter. You should be more spe- the altar instead of my assuming
cific about your needs. Offer to his. The reason for his decision was
prepare lunch in exchange for a that his family had other sons to
day of work around your home, continue their family name, mine is
then be effusive with your ap- a family of daughters.
In order for him to assume my
preciation. Here's hoping that
after this runs, you (and others last name legally, we have been told
who are in the same boat) won't he will have to go to court and rehave to send out a cry for help.
quest the name change. Isn't this
discrimination? From the time a
woman marries, she can begin signDEAR ABBY: I have never writ- ing her new last name without leten to you before, but "Josie," my gally changing it.
Can't a husband assume his
daughter-in-law, does something
that really bothers me. She fre- wife's last name without going to
quently tells "Sammy," her 3-year- court? And, do I call myself "Mrs."
old, to "shut up." That phrase seems even if I keep my maiden name?
so ugly.
CONFUSED IN CANADA
I am afraid it will undermine my
grandson's self-confidence. Children
DEAR CONFUSED:Your husshould be made to feel they are band may call himself whatever
important and loved, and that what he chooses, but the prudent
they have to say is of interest to thing to do with a last-name
adults. They need to be supported. I change is to discuss it with a
also think Josie should be more con- lawyer.
And yes, now that you are
married you may call yourself
"Mrs. John Jones" — your husband's new last name — regardless of the fact that you were a
Jones before the marriage.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

DAILY COMICS

BLONDIE
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hope of a ninth. He kr,P,
.v that if he
attempted to give up a cliih trick
estabearly in the play in orde
lish the suit, the defense would
then run five or six heart tricks.
But South considered the matter carefully and, in due course,
came up with an ingenic:.:q scheme
to steal the contract. At trick two,
he led the three of hearts!
This apparently suicidal play
worked out just as declarer had
hoped. West did not go up with the
ace of hearts, which would have
settled South's hash immediately,
but made the normal play of the
queen.East,forced to win the trick,
returned a diamond.
Declarer won in his hand, led
the nine of clubs and ducked it to
East's queen. The party was now
over. East returned another diamond, and declarer finished with
ten tricks consisting oftwo spades,
four diamonds and four clubs.
South had realized that West's
heart holding could not very well
include the A-K-Q, or he would
have led the suit originally. Since
West had introduced his own suit
at the three-level, declarer placed
him with a six-card suit and East
with a singleton honor, in which
case the low heart lead was almost
sure to succeed.
West could have saved the day,
ofcourse,but how many players do
you know who would have gone up
with the ace of hearts?

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
LoOK
VERY PF4-i 1Tfit1
HAPPY I -my To BE FUNI TFtti To COPE
NY
BUT I M1S3 you so
MucH,MARIAN II

GARFIELD

,11"m r24,v1, '1-13

MORNING
FOG

4

1 — Na Na
4 — soda
8 "Tickling" doll
12 A cont.
13 Word with
quartz and
water
14 Singer
Celine —
15 Alphabet
sequence
16 Charges with
power
18 Sierra —
20 Level
21 Behold!
22 Tint
23 Actress
Judith —
27 — of the line
29 Kin (abbr.)
30 Valley —
(George
Washington)
31 "— Each His
Own"
32 Ginger —
33 Cooking
vessel
34 "ER" star
(inits.)

35 Dale or
Linda
37 Encountered
38 Pallor
39 "I Never —
for My
Father"
40 — Lingus
41 Daphne —
Maurter
42 Napoleon's
isle
44 The Devil
47 Toaster Of
microwave.
e.g.
51 Word to call
attention
52 Clinton's
Vice
President
53 Ms. Hatcher
54 Mine find
55 Lyric poems
56 God of love
57 Decay

1 Market
2 Actor Cronyn
3 He was the
Terminator

Answer to Previous Puzzle

UMP IRE
ABSURD
V I 0L S
S S E
II
NEIGH
E LLA
N EE
ORBS
ANOA
NEAREST
LA
U R
NATE
ANTE
OLD
TA
JUDY
ISSUE
ERN I E
COS
D ETOUR
DOGT AG
U PSIROASTIE TA
ENATE
D IE
RES
4-13 CD 1998 United Feature Syndicate
4 Canadian
Indian
5 Mr. Chaney
6 Beneficial
7 "Uncle Milne8 Issue
9 Ms Taylor, to
friends
10 A Stooge
11 Switch

positions
17 Fla neighbor
19 Bond
nemesis
22"— Haw"
24 Redgrave ID
25 Breakfast
staple
26 Word of
disgust
27 Parisian
seasons
28 PBS senes
29 "Treasure
Island" auth
30 Chew the —
(chat)
32 Los —,CA
33 — diem
36 Article
37 More evil
38 Novelist
40 Reduce in
intensity
41 Prosecutor
(abbr.)
43 Roman 51
44 Follows cinco
45 Dynamics
prefix
46 No, in
Moscow
47 In the past
48 Pea holder
49 Beginning
with eminent
50 — Magoon

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 15-year-old
grandson is already 6-foot-5 and
weighs 230 pounds. He is being affected socially and psychologically by his
huge size. He comes from a tall family, but this is ridiculous. Is there some
research about how to stop a boy from
growing?
DEAR READER: There probably is,
but I wouldn't mess with it, provided
your grandson's pediatrician has pronounced him normal and healthy
despite his size.
Most underdeveloped adolescents
are concerned about their size.
whereas the big guys seem to take it
in stride, learn to play football and
look forward to the day when they can
bask in the glory of professional athleticism. I suggest that you celebrate
your grandson's size, encourage him
to keep fit and support his future
efforts to win a lucrative NFL contract.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please settle a
dispute between my father and me
My husband and I feed our two
daughters iages 8 and 3i skim milk.
We believe that this is a healthy alternative to fat-laden whole milk. My
father obici-t
children
need more fat in their diets. Who's
right?
DEAR READER: tin in your corner.
Nutrition experts bemoan the
amount of cholesterol-rich fat in the
average American diet. Because butterfat is high in cholesterol, these
authorities discourage its consumption. However, as you know, milk contains many nutritious substances,
including protein and calcium.
Therefore. the obvious answer to
this dilemma is to drink fat-free skim
milk. Ounce for ounce. this product
contains more beneficial nutrients
because the cholesterol has been
removed. Your children are probably
taking in sufficient amounts of fat
from other sources, as long as they
eat a well-balanced diet. Because you
are reducing artery-blocking cholesterol in their diets, your children will
undoubtedly thank you in the future
for your decision.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My husband sill
fers from restless legs syndrome. His
nights are made intolerable by the
uncontrollable twitching of his legs
He has to get up and pace the floor
just to obtain relief. As you can imagine, our life
His doctor says that nothing can be
done. NonetheInss, my husband has
heard of a drug called Permax that
may help. ('an you give us further
information"
DEAR READER: Restless legs syndrome affects millions of healthy
adults. Marked by the symptoms you
mentioned, this affliction often leads
to exhaustion, depression and even
suicide. The cause is unknown.
Nonetheless, treatment is available.
Permax and other prescription drugs
often relieve the characteristic restlessness of the disorder and permit its
victims to obtain blessed sleep.
You can obtain more information
about his syndrome — and its- treatment — by writing to the Restless
Legs Syndrome Foundation, Dept.
CR, P.O. Box 7050. Rochester, MN
55

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

16
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DEATHS
Mrs. Reba Jo Roberts

Harty Culpepper
Services for Harty Culpepper will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Mark Noel, Matt Noel, Clarence T. Smith, Joe
Pat Smith, Jerry Culpepper and Timmy Culpepper. Burial will follow
in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Mr. Culpepper, 95, Dudley Drive, Murray, died Friday, April 10,
1998, at West View Nursing Home.

Philip Crawford M.D.
Graveside services for Philip Crawford M.D. will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Brett Blair will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calloway County Public
Library.
Dr. Crawford, 67, Jacksonville, Texas, formerly of Murray, died
Wednesday, April 1, 1998, at a hospital at Nacogdoches, Texas.

Mrs. Reba Jo Roberts, 88, St. Rt. 121 South, Murray, died Sunday.
April 12, 1998, at 3:05 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a nurse for the late Dr. J. Lacy Hopson for many years and
also worked at the old Murray Hospital. She was a member of University Church of Christ.
Her husband, Clifton Roberts, died in August 1986. Also preceding
her in death were four sisters, Laura Waters, Velma Black, Iva Lawrence, and Ethel Smith, and two brothers, Bauzie Cochrum and Herbert (Pete) Cochrum. Born Sept. 21, 1909, she was the daughter of the
late John L. Cochrum and Minnie Holden Cochrum.
Survivors include four sisters, Mrs. Edith Sledd and husband, H.M.,
and Mrs. Mary Shultz, Murray, Mrs. Ruth Kelso, Lynn Grove, and
Mrs. Naoma Schwalm, Chicago, Ill.; one brother, Codie Cochrum and
wife, Hattie, Mayfield; several nieces, nephews, great-nieces, greatnephews, and cousins.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Hollis Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

GIFTS FOR THE PARK: Murray-Calloway County Park director
Skip Dobbs accepts a POO donation from magistrate Bobby Stubblefield to benefit the March for the Park fundraiser earlier this
month. Magistrates Dan Miller, Steve Lax and Clyde Hale (not pictured) also contributed $100 each. The money will go toward the
purchase of park lighting.

Navy angers delegation

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club wishes to express
its many thanks for all who supported our Spring '98 Style Show. Murray
and Calloway County once again came through with a generosity like no
other community this size. Without the help of the businesses, media,
patrons, and volunteers, we would be unable to continue our support of
music education. Thanks to all of you!
Music Department
Murray Woman's Club
Murray, KY 42071

Clinton kicks off
Easter egg roll
at White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an
enduring springtime ritual, President Clinton blew the opening
whistle today to welcome thousands of children to the White
House lawn where they rolled
Easter eggs and introduced a
Victorian-era tradition to the age
of the cybercast.
"This is the only thing every
year, no matter what else happens, I know I will do right," the
president said, pressing a nickelclad whistle to his lips, blowing
authoritatively, and starting eggs
whizzing across the gi3..en grass,
The Marine band, seated in the
shade of the South Portico,
played, "The Easter Parade," instead of "I-jail to the Chief' as
the president entered. Mama apd
papa Easter bunnies flanked him
and waved to the kids.
Giant costumed Easter eggs,
each wearing a bright Easter bonnet, danced near a display of Easter confections made by pastry
chefs from around the country.
One showed an egg-shaped globe
held aloft by two angels. Another
featured Socks, the White House
cat.
The White House kitchen dyed
7,200 hard-boiled eggs for today's egg roll, an Easter Monday
event that dates to 1879 and the
presidency of Rutherford B.
Hayes.
An additional 2,500 eggs were
ready for children to color themselves at the event on the sprawling South Lawn and the adjoining
Ellipse.
Some 25,000 durable wooden
keepsake eggs, each bearing the
silhouette of the White House
and the engraved signatures of
the president and first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton were ready
for distribution to the guests,
ages 3 to 6. No adults are allowed without such a child in
tow.
This year, in an innovation unimaginable to Rutherford and
Lucy Hayes, the egg roll, story-

telling by celebrities and Clinton's welcoming remarks were
being cyl;eis....:! over the Internet.
"For the very first time hundreds of thousands of young people will be experiencing the egg
roll here at the White House via
the internet," Clinton said.
The presidential tie to the egg
roll began when Congress abandoned its own long Easter Monday children's festival and decreed in 1878 that the western
slope of Capitol Hill and the Capitol's sweeping lawns and terraces could no longer be used as
"playgrounds or otherwise."
"Little attention was paid to
this until Easter Monday 1879,
when the Capitol police refused
to admit the children to the
grounds," historian William
Seale noted in his book, "The
President's House."
"A furor arose and the children went to the grounds of the
National Observatory and the
White House, the Jatter apparently — even if not in fact — at
the invitation of the president,"
Seale wrote.
''They laughed, yelled and
played," The Washington Star
reported.
"The egg-rolling was enlivened by the appearance of a
poor boy, 'a ragged and dirty boy
of 14,' too old for egg-rolling,
who snatched a basket of Easter
eggs and fled through the gates
and down the street, the children
running in pursuit," Scale wrote.
"Captured by the police, the
boy returned the eggs, and the
children cheered. Easter eggrolling has been an annual event
at the White House ever since."
The Clintons celebrated their
own Easter holiday Sunday at
Camp David, the presidential retreat in western Maryland. The
president watched the Masters
golf tournament on television and
received thanks from world leaders for his help in brokering a
Northern Ireland peace
agreement.

CHICAGO (AP) — Members
of the Illinois congressional delegation are angered by the Navy's
plan to ship 23 million pounds of
Vietnam-era napalm to a suburban recycling plant.
The Navy hag refused to reveal
the actual route the shipments
would have taken from storage
fields near San Diego to the Pollution Control Industries plant in
East Chicago, Ind., but Rep. William Lipinski, D-111., succeeded
Wednesday in having the route
made public.
Earlier plans reportedly would
have taken the jellied gasoline
through Denver and eventually
through Chicago's western suburbs and possibly the city itself.
The published route turned out
to be more southerly, with the napalm moving -through Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas and Missouri on Burlington Northern Santa Fe tracks, and
then being shifted at Galesburg,
111., to the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
tracks.
"If the Navy thinks that the
Chicago congressional delegation
will sit back now that they've

routed the shipments outside of
Chicago, they're sadly mistaken," Rep. Rod Blagojevich, DIll., said Friday. "As long as the
shipments are being sent across
the country and through Illinois,
it continues to be our problem.
Nothing has changed."
Also opposing the shipments
are eight other members of Illihoes' House delegation and both
of its senators: Carol MoseleyBraun and Dick Durbin.
Part of the route goes through
residential sections of the Will
County community of Frankfort,
just south of Chicago, said village administrator Bruce
Bonebrake.
"I'm shocked; no official from
the (federal) government notified
us of the delivery route," said
Bonebrake.
The recycling plan is part of a
two-year, $19.5 million effort involving 17 companies that will
dispose of a napalm stockpile
stored in California for more than
20 years.
PCI would recycle the jellied
gasoline mixture into fuel for cement kilns.
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